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Facebook is destroying the GPAs of countless undergraduates.
JEANNE HAYES
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR
The Facebook is ruining my
life. You see, once you are a registered friend of The Facebook,
you automatically become an
addict. For those of you who have
managed not to be swept up by
the craze, I beseech you to stay
out. However, if you stumbled
upon this stalker Web site there
really is no turning back. My
friends at Ivy League schools had
bragged about having The
Facebook, and I was envious of
their elite online network of
friends — but now this tool I once
envied is consuming me.
Mark Zuckerberg, a Harvard
student with the wiles of Bill
Gates, envisioned an online directory that could "connect people
through social networks." Today,
thefacebook.com includes over
95 colleges and universities, and
Trinity is now among the elite.
Mark Zuckerberg may have.
developed one of the best stalkernets out there: If you're looking
for an easy way to bag a hookup,

look no further. But The
Facebook is most debilitating to
Trinity students because never
before have we had'anything like
it.
Boston College already has_
online directories complete with
portraits and the personal information of students. Amherst has a
similar system, whereby one
types in a name and up pops a
photograph. Rumor has it that
Trinity, fearing that pedophile
senior boys might stalk hot froshes, nixed the idea of a school
facebook. Those of us keenly
aware know that the faculty can
view photographs of students
enrolled in their classes, but the
administration keeps this secret.
So what does a Trinity
Facebook virgin do once, he or
.she has been Introduced to the
exhilaration of the experience?
He or she becomes addicted.
This move from no face book to
The Facebook is like taking up
marijuana without first trying a
see ONLINE on page 14

Diversity Sets This Year's First-Year Class Apart From Other Classes
EMMA BAYER
NEWS WRITER
Trinity's Class of 2008 is
more diverse than previous classes, in terms of ethnicity as well as
geographic origin.
"Most people are pleased with
the diversity of the class," said
Larry Dow, Dean of Admissions
and Financial Aid. In the freshman class of 571 students, about
30 percent of the students for
whom ethnicity is known are students of color. These numbers are
the highest in recent years and
mark a definite an increase from

last year's freshman class, in
which 22 percent of 550 students
were students of color. Eighteen
students in the class of 2008 are
foreign citizens and 21 students
came to Trinity from outside the
United States.
Trinity's admissions office,
without filling quotas, attempts to
bring together a diverse and interesting class of students who
"interact both dynamically and
supportively," said Dow.
Sosena Lemma '07, a
Residential Advisor in Jarvis, said
that Trinity's efforts at improving

interaction among students of
various backgrounds, like last
year's Dialogue Day, "accomplished things on an individual
level more than [in the school] as
a whole," but noticed the
increased diversity of the freshman class.
Although the Princeton
Review ranked Trinity first in "little race/class
interaction,"
Annette Iwamoto '08 disagreed.
"That is not true," said Iwamoto,
who hails from Tucson, Ariz, and
see ADMIN on page 9

The Journey from Econ toGod
STEFANIE LOPEZ-BOY
STAFF WRITER
For Ann Bonner-Stewart,
seminarian and an intern at
Trinity under Rev. Heischman,
spring break in a Boston
monastery just happened to be a
much more life-altering experience than spending seven drunken days on the beach in Cancun.
At a crucial time during her
senior year of college, this unusual spring break retreat put
Bonner-Stewart into contact with
the Rev. Margaret Schwarzer, an
Episcopal priest that runs a vocational discernment program.
Then an economics major and
comparative area studies (i.e.
international studies) minor at
Duke, Bonner-Stewart initially
started looking for consulting
jobs. While the recognition of
prestigious consulting firms was
alluring and the competition was
exciting, she was not sure that this
was the direction she wanted to
take, especially after her spring

Messenger Criticizes US. Society

break experience. She reflects, "I
told myself 'I need to not take
these consulting jobs, because
otherwise I am going to do that
my entire life."'
Looking for an alternate
route, Bonner-Stewart started
talking to the Rev. Anne HodgesCopple, her Chaplain at Duke, to
figure out her next step. This
brought her to work in the small
• Chuck Pratt
Episcopal parish of St. Mary's in
Bonner-Stewart is interning at
the inner city of Dorcester,
Trinity before being ordained.
through the Micah Project in
religion's place in her life. She
Boston.
Continuing her parish work, remembers, "I wasn't heavily
Bonner-Stewart
moved to involved in the Chaplainry at
Dallas, Texas for a year to work Duke. It took me a really long
in another parish, St. Michael time to consider myself a
and All Angels. Unlike the Christian because I thought that
Dorcester inner city, this parish being a Christian meant being
was much more .affluent and sub- exclusivist and really morally
urban. She realized, "It doesn't uptight."
really matter who you are and
After a junior year abroad in
where you live, we are all trying China, where she visited many
to create meaning out of our Buddhist monasteries and nunlives. Christianity is one of the neries, she started to reconnect
ways to do that."
with what she calls her "spiritual
Now a second year student at home." Back at Duke, Rev.
the Yale Divinity School, BonnerStewart was not always sure of
see BONNER on page 13

BAILEY TRIG6S
.
SENIOR EDITOR

FBI agents who directed us into
the barn where OUT "negotiation"
was to take place.
The premise of Shoot the
Before the official "show"
Messenger is like something you
had even begun. Walker had manmight find on the evening news: a
aged to capture the attention and
local mailman goes "postal," as
imagination of his audience. A
the expression goes, holes himnighttime bus ride into the middle
self up in a barn in the middle of
of the woods, the presence of
the woods and starts making
police and FBI agents with their
demands on the local police and
flashing lights and bullhorns, and
FBI who are after him for the
the bam itself: windows plastered
crime of refusing to deliver junk
with magazine and newspaper ads
mail. His one request? A negotiand music blaring from the
ating team of 55 civilians to hear
inside, all set the tone before we
his side of the story. In Jeffry
Provided by Austin Arts Center
had even entered the barn. This
Walker's theatrical performance
was a theatrical experience unlike
piece Shoot the Messenger you Jeffry Walker plays an
any the audience had ever had
have the opportunity to have your "insane" postal worker.
very own made-for-TV-news barn where our postal postman before. We were ready, eagerly
experience by joining the negoti- was holed up. An FBI agent ready, for anything.
ating team.
Despite all the drama surbriefed the negotiators on the sitrounding
us, the actors kept the
In order to be a part of the uation on the ride up, showing us
action, members of the negotiat- a clip of the news report describ- mood light: cracking jokes that
ing team had to be bused from ing this odd turn of events. Once reminded the audience that this
Trinity, with a stop in Ashford to we arrived at the barn, we were
see SHOOT on page 17
pick up other negotiators, to the greeted by flashing cop cars and
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Turn to page 6 and
read an article about
the upcoming "Rally
Against Hate" and
organizers' motivations
for rallying the Trinity
community.
One Junior discusses the effects Turn to page 11 to judge for yourof the Electoral College on voters self if there's more drama at
Trinity than on "The OC."
and the campaign on page 2.
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written in 1969, discussing
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Benjamin Harrison won the popular vote over Grover Cleveland
For most of us at Trinity, Nov. but lost the electoral vote.
2 marks the first presidential elec- Supporters of the Electoral
tion when we actually have the College say that in that instance,
chance to vote. Am I psyched the system worked exactly the
about kicking up my patriotic way it was supposed to spurs and riding my party's mas- Harrison received overwhehning
cot all the way to the ballot box? support from the South, but the
I would be - if I lived in Orlando. Electoral College made sure that
If you're a Republican in the our President represented the
Northeast, not only are you glar- votes of various regions, not just a
concentration
of
ingly unfashionable, but, just like massive
Southerners.
the points in "Whose Line is it
Anyway?" your vote doesn't matThere's no doubt that the
ter. If you're a Democrat, well interests of smaller states are prothen, you can just hang out and tected from being swallowed by
watch "Family Guy" and eat the interests of big, bullying
Cheetos all day with the confi- states like New York and
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It's true that the Electoral College is not
simply an eighteenth century anachronism.
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A Place for Us
Trinity has, on various occasions, described areas on campus as "social centers" or
"student unions." When Williams was dedicated, an area of the basement was supposedly
going to be a student center. The initial plans of Mather described it as a student union, and
plans were made to have it contain such things as a barber shop. When the plans for the Bistro
and Hansen were first released to the Tripod the understanding was that the Bistro would be
a social center for students.
Mather closes at midnight. The Bistro closes at 10 p.m. most nights and does not open
on Sunday until 6 p.m. The 24-hour section of the library is not 24 hours on Saturday nights.
At Trinity there are very few student-centered spaces. SLRC closed at the end of last
semester and few students utilize the Terrace Rooms and Rittenberg in Mather because the
rooms are often reserved for meetings or events.
The Cave has an area that many organizations use for meetings, but it is directly next
to a louder area where students eat, and is utilized by others for silent study. Mather previously was left open for studying at night, but since the library was fully opened, it is now closed
after dinner.
The fact that the library is not open to student use as a study area for 24 hours on the
weekend is worrisome in a school that has expressed a desire to retain students who feel they
do not fit into the party atmosphere at Trinity. Many students do stay in on Saturday nights
and do homework, but they are more likely to feel that they are alone if they are not given an
option to show them otherwise.
A new student union would solve many of these problems, but it is an expensive and
time-consuming process. Buildings already on campus, though, could be re-formatted to serve
the students more fully than they now do.
Mather has the ideal, central location, but it is greatly taken up by offices, rather than
student spaces. While the foodservice area of the Cave may not be able to stay open past midnight, the rest of the area could. The vending machines currently located outside the bookstore
could be moved into the back section of the Cave, giving students the ability to grab snacks
while they study, or play pool, or hang out with their friends.
If the 24 hour section of the library were open on the weekends, students could utilize
that section of the library for work, freeing the Cave for socialization. Right now the most comfortable area to sit down and talk late on Saturday is the front room of Cleo. While Greek
organizations play an important role in the social life of the campus, they should not be the
only option after midnight.
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dence that your friends in the
Electoral College will put in your
vote for you. The Electoral
College kills incentive for the
Kerry-supporter who can rest
assured that New York or
Connecticut will "go Democratic
anyway," and discourages the
Bush-supporter whose vote is like
a lone "Let's Go Yankees" in
Fenway. Forget it, little friend.
It's true that the Electoral
College is not simply an eighteenth century anachronism.
Supporters of the system argue
that the EC protects the interests
of less populated states. In the
Aug. 30 issue of Newsweek,
Trinity alumnus George Will presented a vigorous defense of the
Electoral College and its ability to
address "different kinds of
majorities." Will asserts that with

California. A direct popular vote
would allow the concerns of
heavily populated regions — usually in urban areas - to neglect the
needs of rural America. But it is
disturbing to think that a resident
of, say, Pennsylvania has effectively more of a choice in deciding this nation's future than I do.
The phrase "every vote counts"
should come with a giant asterisk
and a footnote reading, "for residents of Arizona, Arkansas,
Florida, Iowa, Minnesota, New
Hampshire, New Mexico, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Virginia, and West
Virginia."
The well-intentioned move to
level the national playing field
has led to shameless regional politicking. For example, there's a
battle raging now in economically struggling Ohio over a sales tax

The phrase "every vote counts" should
come with a giant asterisk and a footnote...
the electoral-vote system, "candidates cannot just pile up popular
votes in the most populous
states," but instead "must win
many states, because legitimacy,
and the capacity to govern this
extensive republic, involves more
than crude arithmetic."
It's a salient point. Consider
the 1888 election, when

increase, which could speak unfavorably of President Bush's
promises to resuscitate the economy. Bush could very well lose in
that state because of a regional
concern. And in Monday's
Hartford Courant, George Will —
the very same - writes, "As the
see ELECTORAL on page 4

Those chilly autumn nights have PT dreaming of the beach.
And not just the sun and sand. PT even misses the seaweed
slime, the stinging jellyfish, toe-biting hermit crabs and speedos.
By the way, did anyone else miss Tropical this weekend? By the
time it's rescheduled, PT thinks no one will be willing to break
out the beach wear no matter how much free beer they offer.
Only adding to the usual
number of girls in short
skirts and skimpy tank tops.
PT loves the music. It takes
f PT back to middle school,
when angsty rock was cool.
PT suggests that those
f responsible for the stink
bomb-stick to North Campus.

Cleo and Kappa and hoes,
oh my!
Music plays at the Bistro.
Greg Mayo and the Groove
rocks the Pike house down.
EROS leads latest chalking
campaign.'-
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PT now has a great excuse
A to avoid eye contact with
certain passers,by. ;.
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Comedy Inf onns Youth Vote Student Respects
"The Daily Show" Provides Alternative Perspective on Campaign
Political Activism

TIM COUGLHIN

SCOTT BAUMGARTNER

OPINIONS WRITER

Where do you get your campaign news? CNN? ABC? FOX
(God forbid)? Watching the
debate last Thursday, I found it
was refreshing to observe and listen to the candidates beyond the
typical 15 second news-clip aired
on the evening news.
Even on the large international news networks such as the
BBC, it is difficult to sift through
the campaign jargon and paint a
factual based portrait of either
candidate.
So where are the youth of
America to turn? Nowhere else
than the brilliant minds that have
brought us ; "South_ Park,"
"Chappelle's Show" and "Crank
Yankers" - the geniuses at
Comedy Central.
21 percent. According to the Pew
Believe it or not, "The Daily Research Center for the People
Show with Jon Stewart" was the and the Press, comedy television

So where are the youth of America to
turn? Nowhere else than... the geniuses at
Comedy Central.
second highest rated resource for shows are second only to local
campaign information for voters news programs.
At first it was a scary thought.
between the ages of 18 and 29, at

pie to notice some of the school's
shortcomings and then take the
I have been a Trinity student opportunity to correct them.
for less than three semesters and
When I started brainstorming
I've been writing for the Tripod for articles this week, the only
for less than two. In that time, words that ran through my mind
I've written about vandalism, were "CAVE BAD." Then, I
irresponsibility, hatred, apathy, thought, does this newspaper
bad food and, occasionally, the really need another article about
idiocy of political leaders. If you the food service? Do I really need
ask me, it's pretty depressing that to write another article about disONLINE EDITOR

I have been surprised and pleased by
the increasing amount of political activism
on this campus.

That means that out of the 40.7
million voters in that bracket,
almost nine million tune into
"The Daily Show," "Saturday
Night Live" and "Late Night with
Conan O'Brien" for their only
source of election news. Even
though I'm a huge fan, is this who
we want projecting campaign
messages?
see POLITICAL on page 4

those are the only things that have
grabbed my attention enough to
actually put pen to paper.
Anybody who didn't know
me and read my articles might
think that I hated Trinity; that I
was counting the days until my
GPA got high enough to transfer.
Of course, that statement isn't
true at all. I love Trinity, and there
are many things about the school
that I find attractive and many
things that are being done to
make the school even better than
it is.
When I write I try to get peo-

crepancies in Chartwells pricing?
No, although I'll probably write
one sometime before the semester
is out.
Then, I had lunch with
President Jimmy Jones Jr. and
David Yalof, an Assistant
Professor of Political Science at
UCONN who is shadowing
Jones. The three of us talked a bit
about politics and its visibility on
campus. And as we were talking,
I was struck by the realization
that I do have something positive
see CAMPUS on page 4

try Pulls Ahead After First Debate
COLIN RAELSON
OPINIONS WRITER

After a long build-up to the first presidential debate the climax came on
Thursday as President George Bush and
Senator John Kerry squared off face-toface for the first of three debates. This first
meeting focused on issues of foreign policy and homeland security. By the end of the
night it was clear that Kerry was the more
eloquent and effective debater, but the
major question that must now be asked is,
will this actually make a difference in the
election.
I'll start with a quick recap of the
debate. The format consisted of alternating
questions posed to the candidates. The candidate receiving the question was given
two minutes to answer; his opponent was
then given a 90 second rebuttal. Then, at
the discretion of the moderator Jim Lehrer,
the issue could then be continued for another minute, giving the two candidates 30
seconds to argue their opponent's point.
This somewhat unconventional format
caused for a more stilted style, without
much actual debating taking place. It felt a
little like having two alternating sets of televisions playing the candidates' campaign
ads. While the candidates did speak of
their opponent, there was little to no actual
interaction between the two men, creating
more of a contrast of ideas than a real
debate of the issues.
In a comparison of the issues, Bush
focused on how he knew the war in Iraq
was the right thing to do. He concentrated

on displaying his strong backbone while
accusing his opponent of swaying with the
political winds. While not directly saying
it, Bush implied that someone who did not
display his true convictions was not capable of leading our nation, especially during
a time of war. He said, while the war was
hard, there were "good people" doing all
they could to make this war succeed.
Kerry, on the other hand, focused on
explaining his position on the war in Iraq
and accusing Bush of misleading the nation
by not exhausting every resource at his disposal before taking the country into war.
He also tried to separate himself from
Bush, speaking of being able to bring more
allies into this war to help alleviate costs,
and of how his experience during the
Vietnam War would allow him to better
lead our troops as president.
Another interesting aspect of the debate
was how the two candidates carried themselves. Kerry started on perhaps a low note
when he answered the first question with a
long, drawn-out thank you to Jim Lehrer
and the audience at the University of
Miami. But Kerry quickly stepped up and
took control of the debate with his eloquent, clear answers to the questions posed
to him. There was one instance where he
made a perhaps unwise decision to laugh
sarcastically when asked if he could outline
some mistakes Bush had made, but besides
this instance he managed to remain respectful while critiquing the President's
approach to foreign policy and national
security. He was strong, persuasive and

seemed the sharpest I have seen him yet overall campaigns for the office of
President? Is this a turning point in this
during this campaign.
Bush, on the other hand, came out campaign year? So far, there is not enough
strong in response to some questions, but evidence to make a call on this point, but a
was generally much less eloquent than his Newsweek poll currently puts Kerry at 47
opponent and at times seemed outright percent and Bush at 45 percent among regflustered. His answers were clear, but he istered voters in a three-way race. When
was often quite repetitive and seemed Ralph Nader is dropped from this group,
confused and unprepared for some ques- the voting shifts to 49 percent Kerry and 46
tions. Bush could also be seen rolling his percent Bush. While this in no way sug-

eyes, smirking and sneering while his gests Kerry has gained a resounding upper
opponent spoke, something that has gen- hand in the race, it surely is a source of
erated much criticism from viewers of the confidence for the senator. Just a few
weeks ago polls had Bush ahead by a condebate.
So what does all this mean? It's quite siderable margin, ranging from 8 percent to
clear that Kerry won the debate. In a new as much as 13 percent in one case. Kerry's
Newsweek poll, 61 percent of people strong performance has, at least in these
polled believe that Kerry won the debate, first few days after the debate, boosted him
while 19 percent of this group believed back into a contending position in the race
that Bush was the winner. That shows a for the presidency.
The second debate will be on Oct. 8,
resounding win for Kerry.
But will this make a difference in the followed by the final debate on Oct. 13.
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Political Truths Revealed Electoral College Turns
Through Art of Comedy Away Potential Voters
continued from page 3

Then I stepped back and looked at the
situation under a different light; this may
be the only medium where both candidates
are bashed, belittled and discredited in an
equivalent manner.
Jon Stewart's analysis of "The
Squabble on Coral Gables" carefully
ripped on each of the candidates' worst
points of rhetoric, but at least he attacked
each candidate an equal amount. Along
with his attacks on the candidates, Jon
Stewart, however crudely, conveys each of
the main points made by both candidates
and lets the viewers come to their own conclusions.
The vocabulary and comedic material
on many of these comedy programs is
geared towards a more educated audience;
there is no way to understand most of the
jokes without a basic command of the
American political spectrum.
Programs such as "The Daily Show"
and "Conan O'Brien," no matter how idiot-

and Howard Dean. Also of note is Seymour
Hersh, the journalist responsible for writing about Abu-Ghraib prison. Oh yeah,
they also had John Kerry ... twice.
With his guests, Jon Stewart does
indeed have a spin to his interviewing
style. But he always treats his guests with
respect, and is careful to let them convey
their particular point. Any doubters of the
show's credibility should simply watch the
interactions between Stewart and Henry
Kissinger. With two seemingly polar per- |
sonalities, Jon Stewart takes on a more 1
sober persona than usual, and in doing so j
enables Kissinger to interact on a level that
suits him. That's what makes the show such
a powerful tool - Stewart helps bis guest
and the audience at home better understand
each other.
Besides simply gaining respectability
from within the political arena as a broadcasting program, "The Daily Show" has
also won an Emmy Award, and recently
won the George Foster Peabody award for

The vocabulary and comedic material on many of
these comedy programs is geared towards a more educated audience...
ic they may seem to the Tom Brokaws and
Jim Lehrers of the news room, may in fact
be the driving force to create and empower
an educated, committed young voter.
The Pew Research study found that
these comedy television programs also
ranked among the most informative of all
news programs, regardless of the viewer
age. Young people in particular learn more
from these programs than any other age
bracket, with 61 percent crediting new
campaign knowledge to late night and
comedy programs.
Comedy Central's "Indecision 2004"
may not be seen as legitimate campaign
coverage at first glance, but they have managed to produce a list of interviews that
rivals any major news network. Recent
guests include Bill Clinton, Henry
Kissinger, John McCain, Richard Clark,

broadcasting excellence. It is quickly
becoming apparent that the caricature-style
analysis and observation is not only entertaming, but valuable political and news
commentary.
With its "tell it like it is punditry" "The
Daily Show" in particular has reached a
status that places it at the forefront of
engaging young Americans in the electoral
process. What places it head and shoulders
above the, perhaps, more respected news
agencies, is its ability to both educate the
audience and repudiate itself from partisan
politics.
A recent poll shows that 64 percent of
America's youth are "not very - not at all"
interested in the campaign news. Now is
the time when the voters need to be enfranchised from the usual political rhetoric,
even if it is by Comedy Central.

Campus Inspired
by Political Causes
continued from page 3

to write about.
I have been surprised and pleased by
the increasing amount of political activism
on this campus. On check-in day, I received
more than a few comments about the
Kerry/Edwards sticker on my laptop, and
while I thought I might be one of the few to
have a campaign poster in my window, I
have been resoundingly wrong in my
assumption.
Although I can't say that I've been
pleased by the number of Republicans on
campus, I do have to honor the efforts of
Mike Lanza '07 and the College
Republicans in increasing their membership and becoming a more active organization. The same credit is due to the College
Democrats.
I also have to hand it to the students
who did those hilarious chalkings last
week. They might not have been funny to
everyone, but I think they're indicative of
an increasing political awareness amongst
the student body.
Having the debate televised in the

Washington Room was also an excellent
idea. While I was unable to attend, I know
many people who made attendance a priority and due credit should be given to those
who organized the event. I found out
through word of mouth; I wish that there
had been more posters advertising the
event, and I hope that the remaining
debates are also televised in the
Washington Room.
Finally, I also must commend Jones on
using the global distribution list to send an
e-mail urging people to register to vote.
Before, I had only seen the list used to note
a campus event or advisory, but I think that
Jones' use of the list was smart and necessary.
So next week, I'll find something else
to complain about or some other aspect of
college life to call unsavory. But that's
okay; just keep in mind the fact that there
are good things happening on this campus.
While they might not always be the first
things to surface, they're here and they are
just as important as the things that are normally called to attention.

Votes From Shoe-In States Mean Less to Candidates
continued from page 2

nation navigates a dangerous epoch, its
choice of the next president, who might
have to deal with Iran acquiring nuclear
weapons and North Korea selling them,
might turn on a sales tax increase in Ohio.
Good grief."
Good grief indeed. The fact that regional issues can come to dominate political

each Congressional district. This retains
the virtue of the winner-take-all vote which
gives smaller states a larger voice, but
allows for a more proportionate representation of people within a state.
Every college student, especially those
registered in shoe-in states such as New
York or Connecticut, who is even considering voting this Fall needs to closely inspect

The issue at the heart of the Electoral College controversy is who has the right to choose the president:
the people or the states.
campaigns and blur the interest of the
nation at large is rather frightening. Politics
is perverted enough as it is. We don't need
the continued trend of politicians openly
courting battleground states and ignoring
the needs of states where they'll have a
surefire victory.
The issue at the heart of the Electoral
College controversy is who has the right to
choose the president: the people or the
states. Two states, however, Maine and
Nebraska - have shown that it's not impossible to reconcile states' interest with that
of the people. In these states, two Electors
are chosen by statewide popular vote and
the remainder by the popular vote within

the way their precious ballots are being
handled.
With the current system in place, you
have to wonder if it's worth it to vote or to
just direct your energies to something you
can be sure to influence, like your
Facebook group. Don't mistake this for
apathy; this is just the realization that
whether he wins by one vote or 10,000,
John Kerry will take Connecticut. And
besides the fact that both presidential candidates are full of hot air, a topic for another column, I have very little incentive to, as
they say, get out the vote this election.
Unless, between now and Nov. 2,1 decide
to pack my bags for Florida.

Along tne Long VValJL ..
d& you tfa*t& wott-

"Kerry, he was more eloquent."
— Richard kelson 'o8

Kerry presented himself better than ever
before out Bush didn t let much slide.
— Evan Otisser 07

"Bush seemed like he prepared for a nine minute
debate as opposed to a tjo minute debate.
— Carmen v»reen 00

Tne first half Bush won but I didn't see the
second nail.
— JtUlen Kaye oy

President Bush had more dead space -when he
was talking- and so I think Kerry won."
— JVto ^Masterson 'ob~

Kerry no doubt, J3ush was unclear in what
e was saying-.
— -Nabi! Imam '08
Compiled by Luvean Myers
Photos by Chuck Pratt
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integrity matters
Dear Trinity:

.

We, the Trinity College Student Leaders, are writing this letter to you to speak out against
the recurrent problems with date-rape drugs and sexual assault on this campus. In our ¥tewr
Trinity is a small community and every stydent, mate or female, should feel comfortable at any
social gathering we have on campus. Men and women should not have to worry about what will
happen to their drink if they let it out of their sight for more than a millisecond. In order to
uphold this trusting and close-knit community we know to exist, we have to know that we are
going to look out for each other.
We i l l signed an Integrity Contract at Matriculation that specifies that -we will be responsible for :
oyr actions and respectful of our fellow peers. Specifically, our Integrity Contract s-aysf *As students in an academically engaged and socially active environment, we understand that drinking at
social" €¥int#"carries responsibilities not only for ourselves but also for our peers. Dettirnental
behavior that results from aicphol abuse such as belligerence, destruction of Coltege property, and
sexual assault shall not be tolerated* As adults, we need to behave and respect each other as
si
If anyone has any information about who may be selling, using, or procuring date-rape drugs,
impten you to let the Dean $ Office knew. Your identity can be kept anonymous, but in honor of
oyr Integrity Contract, it is imperative that anyone with information come forward. We ynclerstand that if'caAPbe difficult to denounce oyr peers when we see "them behaving dishonorably, but this Is the mantra we havse signed and this is the community we have chosen'to support, -if we: '
wish to maintain our sense of community and safety we have to start redressing these issues
immediately- Women, if yew have been victims of sexual assault or date-rape drugs, ptease do
- not hesitate to contact the Dean s Office.. The counseling center, the women s center, and your .
community of peers support you and want to help you move through yoyr pain. Men, if you have
been a victim of physical assault or date-rape drugs also contact the Dean s Office and know-that
these ¥@nyes of support exist for vou as well.
As we have teamed this wetk, it can happen to anyone. W« firmly believe that it should not be
happening'at all. Please go back to the Integrity Contract and help us all uphold the values
essential to maintaining this communityThank you all for yoyr attention and support. We hope that despite this opprobrioys start, we can
have a great year.
'
•

we, exs&s
*r—"ft

\

.,

Sin us in
our community.
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Inauguration to Occur Rally to Unite Students Against Hate
on Family Weekend EROS Sponsors Event to AddressIntolerance on Campus, Beyond
Trinity Community to Welcome President
DAVID PIETROCOLA
NEWS WRITER
Sunday, Oct. 17, the Trinity
community and its guests will
assemble on the quad for the 11
a.m. inauguration of James F.

Hartford Eddie Perez '96,
Wellesley College President
Diana Chapman Walsh, Williams
College President Morton Owen
Shapiro, Faculty of Arts and
Sciences, William C. Kirby,
Trinity Parent's Association Co-

Chuck Pratt

ADRIENNE GAFFNEY
NEWS WRITER
Trinity students will have an
opportunity to speak out against
hate crimes at the "Rally Against
Hate" on Wednesday, Oct. 13, an
event designed to show the
school's refusal to tolerate these
acts.
Trinity's
Encouraging
Respect of Sexualities group is
sponsoring the rally, which will
be held at 6:30 p.m. on the Cave
patio, although it is stressed that
the message is not limited to combating homophobia. Rather, the
discussion will be geared towards
preventing all kinds of discrimination.
The event will showcase three
speakers: Lecia Brooks from the
Southern Law Poverty Center
speaking about hate crimes, and
representatives from the AntiDefamation League and the
Connecticut Civil Liberties

Abigail Moldover

EROS did a recent chalking campaign to promote tolerance.
Union. The rally will be immediately proceeded by a candlelight
vigil to reflect on the victims of
hate crimes.
This event is intended to take
place close to the anniversary of
Matthew Wayne Shepherd's
death. The 21 year-old student
was murdered because of his sexual orientation in Laramie, Wyo.
Oct. 12, 1998.

Jared Hoffman '07, EROS
President, stressed the importance
of this issue, on campus and elsewhere, and said that this rally will
be a good way to begin dealing
with it. The night, he says, is
designed to let Trinity "speak out
'against hate," he explains.
"Hate crimes of all forms are
see HATE on page 8

Jimmy Jones, Jr. will be officially sworn in over Family Weekend.
Jones, Jr. as the 21st president of
Trinity College and the fifth in
five years.
. Board of Trustees Chairman
Paul E. Raether '68 will conduct
the inauguration ceremony.
Speakers are set to include former
Trinity
Trustee
William
Richardson '62, Mayor of

President Alex Lynch, and
National Alumni . Association
President Harold A. Smullen, Jr.
'76. Over 1,000 guests, dignitaries, and delegates from 75 colleges and universities are also
expected to attend.
see JONES' on page 7

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

Sexual Violence
Resolution
SGA Approved the Following
Resolution at its Oct. 4 Meeting.
Whereas, the Student Government Association of Trinity College
(which will hereafter be referred to as SGA) is charged with voicing
the opinions and concerns of Trinity College students.
Whereas, Trinity College is charged with the academic and social
development of young minds.
Whereas, egregious violations of school policy and the student
integrity contract have taken place in the form of sexual violence or
in the form of distributing drugs intended to incapacitate individuals
to be assaulted.
SGA implores fraternities, sororities and all other student organizations to act to deter sexual violence and the distribution of drugs
aforementioned.
SGA also implores the Trinity College Administration to act to
deter sexual violence and the distribution of drags aforementioned.
SGA, on the behalf of the student body, hereby denounces the
use of date rape drugs and acts of sexual violence on the Trinity
College Campus. SGA also stands in solidarity with victims of sexual violence.
SGA representatives (William Servos, Amy Laurenza and
Olubunmi Adeosun) will attend the next IGC (inter greek council)
meeting along with the women's center in order to discuss this resolution. The head of every student social organization will be given a
copy of this resolution and implored to support SGA and the student
body on this issue.
Olubunmi Adeosun, Chair of student life
Student Life Committee
Student Government Association

TOO YEARS OF THE TRIPOD
This News article from Jan. 16,1969 was part of a special issue
announcing the College's switch to co-education.

College to Achieve3-2
Ratio in Four Years
DAVID SARASOHN '71
NEWS EDITOR
The Trustees, ot the Co!ie»e
voied last Saiuid&y to innneduitely begin coeducation at Trimly,
with the first girl-; to be admitted
in September. !%'J. The vote,
whiih ended the College's 146year history o1 meifs only education, was unanimous.
'I he 'Irustee* thus enacted ih-j
recommendations
of
the
Coeducation Committee, which
consisted ol' jaeutt>. administrators, students trustees, and a
number of Ihe Board of Fellow*.
The proposal was also very simi, lar to a TRIPOD proposal published December 10.
The enactment stated that the
College shall "increase be.vond
J250 its undergraduate enrollment of men and women in such
a manner as shall be appropriate
to the goals of the College and
within iis annual resources to do
so. subject to annual review by
the Trustees." "Ihe Trustees1
| refused to accept the committee's
'. proposal of ;i flat loOO-uiemhor
I student body, reservin;; to them
| se.hes the right to reevaluate the
! numbers every \ear.
I
The icpori called 101 the
1
reduction ot Ihe numhei of men in
I tlhfColleue to 1.000 fmi ] apino\imatcly I .MM). o\er a four-year
period. Recommended was a V2
ration of men to women, meaning
GOO to 700 girls. To immediately
implement this, approximately 50
female transfer students will he
i

admitted ne\t September to the
eiass.es oi" l°7| and |972. and
from 35-50 applicants fiom high
schools in the fre.shman class of
1973. This will gradually increase
until Ihe 3-2 ratio is reache<l in
1973.
Mrs.
Kathleen
O\Shea
Hunter. Lecturer in Government
and faculty member of the committee. »aid the proposal, which
the committee also passed unanimously, represented a consensus
of the committee, •"The prevailing
feeling."1 she said, ""is that this is
what education will be from now
on." She was not, she noted, convinced oi'the desirability of coeducation before serving on the
committee, but felt that the
Princeton Report, the Yale-Vassar
decisions, and me testimony of
W. Howie Muir '51, Director of
Admissions, proved that the noncoed college could not survive.
Seeing great enthusiasm among
the faculty for the result, she
added that ":1 went into the Cave
today and saw girls. ;LIK! fell that
it was ;i L-UJIJ school."

Jn il.s report to the Trustee:,
tho Committee cited seven reasons for ils decision. These were
based on the Committee's own
polls of ihe students and faculty
iif the College and coeducation
le.ports from Weslcytm. Fr.inMiii
and Marshall, Princeton. Colgate.
Vassar, Union. Kenyon, and
Hovtdoin. all of which will go
coed in the near future.
"The evidence.." concluded
the Committee, "is overwhelming

!

that today's secondary school stu-1
dents prefer coeducational col- (
leiies. Thus, by admitting women.
Trinity would ineiease the size of'j
our candidate pool, wliii.li in turn
would improve the quality and
diversity of our student body and
generall> enrich life on ihe campus."
The. second important reason
cited was that, apart from the
question ot survival. "We arc convinced that the quality ot the educational will be improved considerably if the complementer} perspectives of both men and women
arc readily available in the classroom . . . We emphatically recommend against extending the curriculum through the introduction
of vocational fields popular to
women (e.g. home economics- and
nursing). We firmly believe mat
the kind of women Trinity would
be attract would be seeking exactly wliat we shall continue to provide men: nameh a first-class
education in tlie liberal arts. We
propose to take advantage of the
largei' candidate pool that coedu-l
cation would bring to select lroin|
within it a larger number of s,ei-j
ence candidates."
j
On Ihe reasons for doing it un
1 l)6l). which has cojnc under
moderate fire from those who
believe h to Rs rushing things', ihe
Committee slated, "We believe
that by acting now. Trinity could
assume a position ol leadership m
this regard, but that a delay of I
even u year will set ns hack in our
attempt."
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Jones' Inauguration Will
Have Family Audience
continued from page 6

The inauguration falls on thefinalday
of Family Weekend, which event planners
appreciate.
"Just think about it," said Director of
Campus Events Patricia Connolly, "[there

ing a Roman Catholic mass Saturday afternoon. Outside on the quad, Trinity's various a cappella groups will provide entertainment before and after the event.
Jane Li '05 is a member of the Concert
Choir, one of the groups scheduled to per-

"the President [will] be able to speak to all the parents
and share ... his vision and plans for Trinity College."
- Patricia Connolly, Dir. of Campus Events
is no better time] to have a new president
inaugurated than during the weekend when
parents have made the effort to visit thenchildren ... and will be on campus to participate in various activities. And how
appropriate for the President to be able to
speak to all the parents and share ... his

form at the event. "It's an honor to be able
to witness a special moment like this in
Trinity's history," she said. I would go
even if I weren't required to; it's the
respectful thing to do."
On the morning of the inauguration,
participants of Family Weekend are wel-

"It s an honor to be able to witness a special moment
like this in Trinity's history."
- Jane Li '05
vision and plans for Trinity-College."
President Jones is currently in the midst
of drafting his speech for the occasion.
Prior to and after the Sunday inauguration, Family Weekend organizers have
embedded special events into the weekend's program in honor of the 21st president.
The chapel is set to host an evensong in
celebration of Jones' inauguration follow-

come to an "Interfaith Service of
Thanksgiving on the Occasion of the
Inauguration of James F. Jones, Jr." in the
chapel garden.
A reception and buffet luncheon in
honor of President Jones will follow the
big event under a large white tent at the
south end of the main quad.
The rain location is Oosting
Gymnasium in Ferris Athletic Center.

BEING AN AMERICAN AFTER 9/11

•,;/.>>

Weapon Brandished in Late
Night Confrontation
Two individuals flashed a knife at two Trinity students outside
of Wheaton Residence Hall on Friday, Oct. 2.
Ellen Eggebroten '07 was standing outside the dorm with
Robert Flynn '07 and Jed Rednor '07 when two males began
yelling "really obscene sexual comments at me... It wasn't just
typical catcalling" she said.
Eggebroten yelled back at the two perpetrators, and they eventually walked away. She then returned to her residence hall.
Approximately a half hour later, the two returned and
exchanged words with Flynn and Rednor. When they were
approximately 20 feet away, the perpetrators flashed a knife.
Flynn and Rednor stopped the verbal exchange and the other men
continued walking toward Mather Hall.
liggebvolen was unsure whether or not !he individuals were
Trinity Students.
Flynn and Rednor contacted Campus Safely and provided
detailed descriptions to the Hartford Police. No suspects have
been apprehended.

Copying Available for Clubs
The Office of Student Activities will provide photocopying
services lo student organizations. Clubs may drop off their malerials for signs or photocopies in Mather 107. the OS A main office.
Monday through Friday between the hours of noon and I p.m.
Photocopies will be made only during ihese hours by the OSA
office assistant.

OCTOBER 12 CONFERENCE ON
SECURITY AND LIBERTY IN THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

This is to announce seven lectures on psychoanalysis in 2 0 0 4 - 5 ,
sponsored by fhe Allan K. Smith fund of the Trinity College English Department;
and a conference on the w o r k of Christopher Boilas on 16 April 2 0 0 5 /
sponsored

by the Dean of Faculty and the English Department.

Travel directions can be found on the College's Web site: www.trincott.edu.

Trinity College

The lectures and the conference, which are open to
the poblic and require no registration, will take place
in Trinity's McCook Auditorium as follows:

mm

McCook Auditorium

Murray M. Schwartz

CONFERENCE ON

3 Lectures on

PSYCHOANALYSIS

AMERICAN

IN THE CLINIC

CHARACTER AND
OUR CULTURAL MOMENT:

AND CLASSROOM,

April 16, 2005

10-11 — Shewing of film : IlrrnstdLtxticraL
11-12:30 I&nel Discussion an Wee en lerror — Security vs. Liberty
leresa Yourger, Executive Director CCLD

lOa.m.-noon, 1-5:30 p.m.
Monday, September 20, 4 p.m.
AjneHcem Tensions
t&onday, October 1 I , 4 p.m.
The Imprisoned Psyche: American Character
and Global Terror
Monday, November 15, 4 p.m.
The Psychic Space of Freedom.

Elisabeth Young-Brueht
4 lectures on
ONE HUNDRED YEARS
OF PSYCHOANALYSIS:

Thursday, 4 p.m., October 7
b There A Wish In Your Every Dream?
Thursday, 4 p.m., November 11
Where Have Ail The Hysterics Gone?
Thursday, 4:15 p.m., January 2 7 , 2005
Sexuality, Then and Now.
Respondent: Murray Schwartz
Thursday, 4:15 p.m., February 2 4 , 2005
Civiliiations and their Discontents
Respondent: Murray Schwartz

SPEAKERS:
• Gail Newman, lissack Professor for Social Responsibility and
Personal allies, Comparative literature Department, Williams
College, Williamstown. MA, is the author of LOCATING THE
ROMANTIC SUBJECT: NOVAUS WITH W1NNICOTT.
• Elisabeth Young-Bruehl, who has taught at Wasleyan University
and Haverford College, is a practicing psychoanalyst in New York
City and on the faculty of the Columbia Center for Psychoanalytic
Training and Research. She is the author of biographies of Hannah
Arendt and Anna Freud, and has published a number o/ other
booh, including MIND AND THE BODY POLITIC. FREUD
OH WOMEN, CREATIVE CHARACTERS, THE ANATOMY OF
PREJUDICES, CHERISHMENT. SUBJECT TO BIOGRAPHY,
ami WHERE DO WE FALL WHEN WE FALL IN LOVE?
• Murray Schwartz, former Provost at the Claremonc Graduate
University and former Dean of Humanities and Roe Arts at the
University of Massachusetts at Amhersl, is Professor of Writing.
Literature and Publishing at Emerson College, Boston, MA. He
is cocditor of REPRESENTING SHAKESPEARE and of MEMORY
AND DESIRE, and the author of numerous essays on psychoanalysis and literature.
• Christopher Bollas. playwright, novelist, and teacher, is the
world's most famous Jiving psychoanalyst His books include
BEING A CHARACTER, THE SHADOW OF THE OBJECT,
FORCES OF DESTINY, HYSTERIA, CRACKING IIP. THE
MYSTERY OF THINGS, and THE NEW INFORMANTS.
Dr. Bollas, formerly Director of Education at the Aasten Riggs
Center ia Stockbridge, MA, and Professor of English at the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst, is one of the literary
editors of the work of the object relations analyst and pediatrician
D. W. Wirmicou. He is in private practice in London, U.K.

Judge Doug Lavine, CT Superior Court
Kevin O Gcnnor, United States Attorney, Justice Department
12:30-2 - Lunch a t Mather Hall Student iMcn
2-A — Ifealth, Hxising and Hjnger in CT — a different lock a t security and libaty
Gloria MSdam — Executive Director, Focdshare
Sue Garten — Ifenaging Attorney — Greater Ifertf ord Legal Aid
Dave Martineau — Director of Program, Ifercy Hcsusing and
SbeLta: Cbtp.
4:30-5:30 — Student ewaluaticn
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Hate Crimes Topic for Rally,
Candlelight Vigil on Cave Patio

- OCTOBER 5, 2004

NJews Fft.oM r u e

WESCAC

Organizers Hope to See Strong Turn-out at Oct. 13 Gathering
hand I wish it were not necessary
and on the other I am pleased to
an issue. We want to rally our
see campus leaders take a stand
campus together to say that we
won't tolerate this happening," he
against offensive and harmful
said.
behavior."
When asked what motivated
Alford is confident that the
the rally, Hoffman said that in
event will accomplish something
addition to the Shepherd anniversignificant
sary, the rally will address all the
"I believe that the people who
commit hateful acts are a very
small minority of the campus,"
"We want to rally our campus together to
Alford said.
say that we won't tolerate this happening."
"My hope is that the rally and
ensuing
conversations would gal-Jared Hoffman '07
vanize the sentiment of the majority who find homophobia, racism,
hate crimes committed on cam- showed them that they needed to sexism and other forms of prejupuses every year and an incident get out there and help change the dice loathsome, and help to make
in North Campus Dormitory last campus."
committing such an act among
year where a gay student's door
Stevens wants the Rally peers a source of shame," he conwas defaced.
Against Hate to be a similar suc- tinued.
Students are also enthusiastic
Hoffman hopes that attendees cess. "I really hope a lot of people
will represent a wide spectrum of get out there and think about how about the attending the. rally.
the Trinity community.
they can affect the campus. Nadia Zahran '07 said, "The
"We invited various groups, Things won't change if people Rally Against Hate sounds like a
including Multicultural Affairs don't stand up to inappropriate great way for people to come
Council, the Student Government behavior. Hopefully, people will together in the Trinity communiAssociation and the InterGreek see that they can help to enact ty. I would definitely be interested
in attending."
council. We want a large physical change," he said.
showing to prove that Trinity as a
Danielle
Michaud
'08
Trinity administrators seem to
community does not tolerate hate agree with Hoffman that this is a expressed a similar sentiment, "I
crimes," Hoffman said!
major problem. When asked how think it's a really good idea to
James Stevens '05 coordinat- he felt about the event, Dean of bond Trinity together for a cause,
ed a similar event last year in Students Frederick Alford said, "I and to address something that is
order to spread awareness in have mixed feelings. On the one such a major social issue.".
continued from page6

response to the incident at North
Campus last year. He gathered
students on the Cave patio to discuss hate and hate crimes at
Trinity and elsewhere.
"I think it raised awareness in
the faculty and students because
many people weren't informed. It
opened some people's eyes and

Bates: A 20 year-long study at Bates College shows
that there is no disparity between the academic performances of students who submitted their SAT scores
in their undergraduate applications and those who
refrained. Bates is notorious for its unique policy in
which they do not require SAT submission, which has
been in effect since 1984.
Amherst: Brenda Lin, author of Wealth Ribbon:
Taiwan Bound, America Bound, will be visiting and speak-

ing at Amherst on Tuesday, Oct. 5. The reading will
be open to the public and sponsored by The College
English Department and the Eastman Fund.
Connecticut College: Barbara Henderson, class of
'41, passed away recendy and left half of her estate to
the school. She requested that the $2.4 million be
added to the endowment of Conn. College. She will,
in return, become a member of the school's Ad Astra
Society which honors those who donate $1 million or
more to the College.
Colby: A Centenary Festival will be held at Colby on
Oct. 6-9, marking the 100 years since the death of
renown physician and author Anton Chekhov. The
festival will include films, performances, and lectures
commemorating his life.
Wesleyan: The Trust for Public Land, a national
conservation group, began an initiative to clean up
pollution in the Connecticut River earlier this year.

Career Services
THE BEST WAYTO PREDICT YOUM FUTURE IS TO CREATE IT,,.

Upcoming Resume Deadlines on Trinity Recruiting! %On-Campu$ Interviews!
Thursday. October 7
Cambridge Brand Analytics- Research Data Analyst
Jiangsu Province Working Association for Foreign Experts- ESL
Teacher in China
Friday, October 8
The Hartford- Business Analyst Internship Opportunity
Trust House- Computer Educator; Coordinator of Family Services
„. • , » - . , . , .
ganday, October 10
George J. Mitchell Scholarship Fund- George J. Mitchell Scholarship
Monday, October11
Community Partners in Action— Resource Coordinator
Tuesday, October 12
Community Partners in Action- Substance abuse Educator/Facilitator
Wednesday, October 13
EF Education- Regional Accounts Coordinator
IT Convergence- International Business and Sales
Thursday October 14
The National Center for Victims of Crime- Membership Coordinator
Friday^ October 15
Progressive Insurance Company- Claims Representative Trainee
Vesta Corporation- Part Time Janitorial Position
Saturday. October 16
BBS Development, LLC- Community Outreach Effort Associate
Aerotek CE- Mechanical HVAC Engineer"
Monday., October IS •
Connecticut Employees Union Independent— MEUI Staff
Representative
Footlights, Inc.- Prama Instructors
Teach for Virginia- Teacher

84

Tuesday, October 19
Meredith Broadcasting Group (WFSB)- Topical Writer/ Producer
Thursday, October 21
...
St. Paul's Travelers- Product Analyst; Pricing Analyst
Corporate Enviornmental Advisors, Inc.- Project and Staff Scientists
and Engineers
Friday. October 22
SG Cowan-Investment Banking Analyst
Dartmouth College- Assistant Director of Leadership/ Giving;
Associate
Director of Leadership/ Giving
Town of Cheshire- Police Officer
Aerotek CE-Mechanicai Designer with Unigraphics
Saturday, October 23
State of Connecticut- Office Assistant: Judicial Branch/ Human
Resources
Stinday. October 24
Teach for America- Teach for America Corps 2005- Corps Member
:
Monday, October 25
:
New Dimensions in Technology, Inc- Web Usability Professional

Tuesday.,October.26. .
Avon Self Storage-Office Sales Person
Dartmouth College- External Relations Manager
Belcan Tech Services- Mechanical Engineer; Aircraft Engineers
Please visit Trinity Recruitiitg for application information at:
http^trincolLerecf uiting.com
We're available MerKfay through Friday, 8:30 Mi to 5:00 Pfif
Watk-in hours are 12:00 to 5:00 PM
Wednesday rstght walk-ins from 6:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Msii Trinity Recruiting often for latest updates on

events, special programs and job listings

i
m

I
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Admin. Proud of First-Year Mix
Class of 2008 Brings Students to Trinity from All Over the World
continued from page 1

seemed pleased with Trinity's
level of diversity.
"We're ethnically diverse, but
I'm not sure we're economically
diverse," said Kelsey Vaughn '08.
However, 45 percent of this
year's freshman class receives
Trinity-basea financial aid
beyond the self-help level.
Trinity's admissions process, like
that of most similarly sized private institutions, is not need
blind, "but in the majority of
admissions decisions the candidate's ability to pay is not a factor," said Dow. In need-blind
admissions, financial information
for prospective students is not
available to those deciding who
will be admitted.
Trinity draws students mainly
from New England and the midAtlantic seaboard, but 41 freshmen hail from California. Still,
Massachusetts is consistently the

California is usually in the top six
states that send students to
Trinity, but this year has jumped
up to number fou/. Dow is
pleased to see Trinity "continuing
to draw well from the West Coast.

The average SAT scores of
students attending Trinity has also
increased from two years ago,
staying at 1310 for the classes of
both 2007 and 2008. Forty-four
percent of the class was accepted

Ik,

Bushnell Park
Celebrates 150 Years
at Trinity Symposium

Ethnicity of Class of 2008

I7*

|siatln«/a
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jQAstan-Amertcan \
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^International
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Trinity College hosted a symposium entitled Bushnell
Park at One Hundred Fifty: Legacies & Legends on Sept
30 and Oct 1,2004. Above, Louis Menand, the keynote
speaker.
"The point of Bushneii park was to both remove and
accentuate the rich mingling with the poor...Modern culture
is like a Rubix cube, and living culture responds to living
conditions. In a time of diversity, the rhetoric promoted
homogeneity. And in a time of homogeneity, the rhetoric
supported miilticuituralism/' said Menaud in his keynote
address, entitled T h e Paradoxes of Pluralism."
Menaud Is a Professor of English at Harvard University.

52%

Source: Admissions Office

Eighty percent of the Class of 2008 provided the Admissions
office with their ethnicity in an optional question on their apps.
It is nice to see that Trinity has a through the early decision
presence on the other side of the process.
country."
The freshman class is also
The class of 2008 is split well distributed across academic
interests. Thirty-one percent list
"It is completely appropriate to feel good
their tentative course of study as
social sciences, 22 percent are
about the class."
interested in math and sciences,
- Larry Dow, Dean of Admissions
and 19 percent in the humanities.
The remaining 28 percent are
state that sends the most students almost evenly between students undecided.
to Trinity, and this year is no coming from public and private
The statistics of the class of
exception. The top seven repre- high schools, with 52 percent 2008 are "more or less where we
sented states, in order, are coming from public schools and wanted to go as an institution,"
Massachusetts, Connecticut, New 48 percent from non-public said Dow. "It is completely
York, California, New Jersey, schools including parochial, prep, appropriate to feel good about the
Pennsylvania, and Maryland. boarding, and day schools.
class."

Photos by Melissa Kotulski
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JULIET IZON
ALLIE SHEAN
DRAMA QUEENS

Do you remember when your greatest
fear in life was having your parents find out
that you skipped soccer practice to go to
the mall? Or, if you were a little more daring, having them find out that you threw a
300-person party when they went out of
town ... for the afternoon? Yes, we all
remember high school drama all too well,
but even the tamest frosh here can tell
you that all that pales in comparison to
the trouble that we get ourselves into
once we leave the security and everprotective eyes of our parents.
We like to call this phenomenon
trauma, drama, or just obnoxious,
but it does seem to be an integral
part of everyone's college career.
And although most symptoms are
love or party related, this dangerous
disease can spread to virtually any part of
the active young person's life, causing
unneeded stress, fights, and of course, gossip.
It's probably a combination of finally
getting to be on our own and still-raging
hormones, but whatever causes the dramafilled lives of college students certainly
also causes a multitude of problems. Take,
as a perfect example, the first week of
school, freshmen year. Now that even the
newly minted '08s can share in this joy, we
offer for your perusal how a typical week
may unfold:
You meet your roommate and one of

two things will happen. You might bond
instantly, plastering your door with pictures
of the two of you making kissy faces at the
camera, or the ubiquitous sexy face, or
grinning idiotically with 40s taped to your
hands. Newsflash, kids, we did it too, but
that still doesn't make it cool.
If you don't find yourself fitting into
that category, then congratulations, you'll
save
some
film.
Unfortunately, the
alternative situation involves
teary phone
calls back to
the parents
and
friends
from
home,
talking
about
how new roommate "Emily" hates
you already and you
don't know how you'll
ever make it through the week,
let alone the year, and oh my god
please can I just go back home.
While you deal with your own personal trauma, let us look at what the rest of
your dorm is up to. The girl downstairs has
already been christened the new slut
because of some naughty behavior involving the boys' bathroom and marshmallows.
And you yourself are already guilty of
spooning with someone who you never
want in your china drawer. There is also
already a weird guy at the end of the hall
who plays his techno way too loud, and a

group of girls who have already come up
with a moniker for their clique by taking
the first letter of each of their names to
form something like HOTTT.
By Wednesday, not only do you have
a new best friend, but you guys have
already decided on a theme for your
Summit application. Your roommate also
has a new boyfriend who lives next door,
although unfortunately the fitrhts
have already started to gel
messy. You get back at her on
Thursday night by having sex
on her bed. Yeah, and even
though your boyfriend,
Langdon, is ever so perfect, try not to let him find
out about that senior from
High Rise. You get the
picture.
When this much drama
is packed into just the first /
week, multiply that by
§
93,468 and you have the
epitome of a Trinity existence. Things only go downhill from
here. Although you get to move into a
new dorm (i.e. new random hookup partners), the after-effects of freshman year
will still haunt you.
Number One Stunner: try to <;ount
how many of your friends' relationships
disintegrated over the summer. You'll
need to use more than 10 fingers.
Obviously, the aftermath of this includes
many tearful sessions in your common
room (but hey, at least you have a com-
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tcr ...
mon room) as well as the inevitable
rebound relationship with your boyfriend's
friend who has been coming on to you for
the past year.
As if that weren't enough to keep you
occupied, try to weather the transition from
having all your friends 10 feet away to
spread out all over campus. Even meandering across the Long Walk can cause some
serious heart palpitations. All those random crushes/mini-relationships will
result in the playing of some
Mensa-worthy mind games.
And mealtime will never be
.-•: •
the same! Trust us, missing
'...•
Mather brunch will always result
;'
in major drama. How else are
,', .,
you supposed to catch up on
'• p each other's weekend if you're
not there to dish over a steaming
plate of scrambled eggs? And,
let's not forget why we're all
here to begin with: classes. Why
jk
didn't anybody tell you that taking
three 300-level Chem classes
involves 16 hours of homework a
night? And starting it after playing three
games of Beirut doesn't especially help in
figuring out molar densities. But at least
you aren't a freshman anymore.
So, you may be wondering if there is
any cure for the rampant Trauma-rama on
campus. Well, no. Unfortunately we can't
offer you any true words of wisdom,
because truthfully, Juliet just hooked up
with Allie's boyfriend and we're in a big
fight right now. So leave us alone.

Unequal Education Persists
SIDRA RIAZ

educational reform.
Hartford is not alone in its
May 17, 1954 proved to be a struggle, and as urban and rural
great leap forward in the history schools in low-income areas conof educational reform. On this tinue to battle with segregation
day, in the verdict of the landmark and shortages of funding, the fedBrown vs. Board of Education eral government has attempted to
case in Topeka, Kan., it was unan- intervene. In January of 2002,
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR

Hartford cites racial and ethnic segregation and poor funding as ... standing in
the way of educational reform.
imously ruled that "separate educational facilities are inherently
unequal," thereby overturning the
precedent set by the Plessy vs.
Ferguson decision. Fifty years
later, we commemorate the
groundbreaking case that served
as a catalyst for equal education;
yet, the United States' education
systems still fall short of "equal"
and the quest to provide the best
possible education is a continued
one.
Brown vs. Board of Education
framed the existing education
inequities in a racial context, but
current statistics suggest that
these disparities are evident in a
socioeconomic context as well.
In fact, Hartford cites racial and
ethnic segregation and poor funding as its two most prominent
problems standing in the way of

President Bush signed into law
the No Child Left Behind Act.
Established as a means of educational reform, this law asks
schools, grades K-12, to provide
yearly academic achievement and
progress information.
The structure of this plan
focuses on four main principles:
stronger accountability for
results, increased flexibility and
local control, expanded options
for parents, and an emphasis on
teaching methods that have been
proven to work. Based on these
four principles, students take
yearly achievement tests, the
results of which are publicly
reported in state and district
report cards. Schools that continually fail to make adequate
progress are subsequently held
accountable.

Though the NCLB Act is
intended to reform inequities,
many have stopped to ask if it is
actually working. In 2002, the
dropout rate for Hartford schools
was at 29.7 percent, an increase
from the previous year, according
to the Conn. State Department of
Education. Education Reference
Groups were established as a system to correlate school achievement with socioeconomic status,
and of the nine ERGs, the
Hartford School District fell into
the ninth group, ranking it among
the poorest and neediest school
districts in Connecticut.
According to the NCLB Act
standards, 22 Hartford elementary and middle schools were not
making adequate yearly progress
in math and reading in the 2001 -

Provided By |ason Gallant

A Teach for America alumna puts her training to work.

Faced with past failures, the
educational system is aching for a
brighter future. While the wellintentioned NCLB Act continues
to face educational inequity, innovative new programs have taken
it upon themselves to address the
most pressing issues of educaOftentimes curricula are curtailed or
tional inequity.
even neglected in order to prepare stuOne such organization is the
famed Teach for America prodents for the Connecticut Mastery Tests.
gram. Established in 1990, Teach
for America recruits college grad2002 school year. Pursuant to the which falls in the second highest uates from all academic disciideas and objectives of the NCLB ERG, scored 79 percent, 83 per- plines to serve as corps members
Act, the Connecticut Mastery cent, and 74 percent, respectively. and teach for two years in lowTests (CMTs) are administered to Because a school's reputation is income communities.
These
Students in grades four, six, and largely based on the results of members, who demonstrate high
eight to measure proficiency in these assessments, oftentimes achievement and leadership qualreading, writing, and mathemat- curricula are curtailed or even ities, have an incredible enthusineglected in order to prepare stuics.
see FUTURE on page 12
In 2000, the Connecticut State dents for the CMTs.
Department of Education reported that Hartford had only met 24
percent of its math goals, 30 percent of its reading goals, and 40
percent of its writing goals on the
CMTs.
Greenwich District,
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The Future is Brighter
with Teach for America
continued from page 11

asm for providing opportunities for students in underprivileged neighborhoods.
Not only do these corps members work
diligently to close educational disparities,
but they also gain valuable insight about
the communities in which they work,
which in turn allows them to become vocal
in the fight for education reform in their
professional fields after completing the
program.
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independent research firm, released a
study in June 2004 stating that corps
members are attaining greater gains in
math and science as compared to noncorps members in the study. In 2003,
Kane, Parsons & Associates, another
independent research firm, announced that
two-thirds of school principals with corps
members in their school thought TEA
teachers were more effective than other
beginning teachers with regard to educa-

The American education system is in crisis, but a
few scattered rays of hope exist still - our peers.
In fact, an incredible 60 percent of the tional impact.
corps members remain in education as
The American education system is in
teachers, principles, or policy advisors, crisis, but a few scattered rays of hope exist
while many others delve into the fields of still - our peers. Through commitment to
law and social work, all with the common post-education service programs such as
goal of reforming the United States educa- Teach for America after college, students in
tional system. Involved in the lives of some low-income areas may have a chance for a
1.75 million students across the country, much better education. But we still have a
the program has placement sites in 21 com- long way to go.
munities. The goals of the program are
Teach for America is committed to endarmed at addressing "failures" of previous ing educational inequity in the United
programs, namely in providing extraordi- States. For more information, visit
narily qualified teachers in areas where www.teachforamerica.org, or stop by its
they are most substantially needed.
information session Tuesday at 7p.m. in
Mathematica Policy Research, Inc., an McCook Auditorium.

Around Trinity
AT would like to thank every Greek organization on campus
for providing AT with more than ample ammunition with
which to point and laugh at AT's fellow students. In fact, AT
wants to join in the fun. As it is too late to pledge, AT is planning on forming AT's own "frerority:" Kappa Omega Kappa.
AT will call it KOK in order to distinguish it from other organizations bearing two of the same letters. Anyone interested in
rushing?
The Paving Stones Get a Bid.
The paving stones outside of Elton and Jones were the most
popular kids on campus this weekend. Some students
attempted - attempted being the key word ~ to spell their
names out with them, the word "penis" was erected just in
time for a Saturday morning tour, and another student woke
up to find not an unfamiliar body, but an unfamiliar stone in
their room. Has the pet rock come back into vogue?
Speaking of "Stones" ...
AT was utterly appalled to witness some young men partaking
in what some would term a "handshake" or "gateway" drug
while strolling on the Lower Long Walk last Tuesday. Have
you no decency? Either bring enough for everyone or keep it
in the room, young dudes. Oh, by the way, it's also against the
law. It's not as if we're in Amsterdam or Vermont.

If right now you're facing the task of selecting a personal gift for someone whose
birthday is coming up soon, may I suggest that you give THE PIPES -1957 record abum.
It was recorded last Spring when the Pipes were at the all-time height of their popularity and serves as a showcase for then1 brilliant repertoire. Among the arrangements featured on this thirty-minute album are: Mood Indigo, Aura Lee, Dancing on the Celling, and
Daddy Get Your Baby Out of Jail, as well as a dozen others.

M
O
O

5 p.m., Thursday, Oct. 14, 2004, Hamlin Hall
Wendy Young, T h e Impact of U.S.
Legislation and National Security Concerns of
Women Seeking Refuge from Persecution"

Pledges to the Rescue!
It's a bird! It's a plane! No, it's just some random skinny guy
wearing spandex and a mask. AT watched this and other spectacular superheroes congregate on the quad in a not-so-mortal attempt at "Kombat." Newsflash, guys: You're supposed to
be beating up evil villains, not each other. But you can come
and rescue AT anytime.
The Wicked Warlock of the Lower Long Walk.
AT witnessed a certain Tripod alum and graduate student
harassing the current Editor-in-Chief and Managing Editor by
impersonating everyone's favorite Wizard ofOz character,
the Wicked Witch of the West. His signature cackle could be
heard rolling all the way down the Lower Long Walk.
Fortunately, they escaped unscathed.

5 p.m., Tuesday, Oct. 5,2004, Wean Terrace
Room B
Pedro Matta, T h e Mothers of the
^Disappeared" in Chile; a Powerful Catalyst in
the Search for Truth and Justice"

l/Y

5 p.m., Wednesday, Nov. 3,2004, Wean
Terrace Room B
Paul Hoffman/The Women of Juarez
and Ending Violence Against Women *
4 p.m. to 6 p.m., Thursday, Dec. 9,2004, Wean
Terrace Room B
International Human Rights Day

Human Rights Program
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Bonner-Stewart: Creating
Meaning from Christianity
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"Ctee £Jtaost; ojp
past
Tripod Editor-in-Chief Francis R. Shields '26 is back from the
Roaring 20s to tell Trinity students the future according to him.
If only he knew that the Depression was right around the corner ... But good 'ol Fran gives us plenty of reasons to brew some
bathtub gin, hop in an automobile and throw a Gatsby ball. He
even makes misogynism seem cute!

Jjliet Izon

Bonner-Stewart preaches in the College Chapel once a month.
continued from page 1

Hodges-Copple allowed her to grapple
with the questions and issues of faith that
she had hitherto felt unable to express.
Bonner-Stewart says, "[The Chaplain] just
let me be who I was. She really had respect
for who I was and where I was. She wasn't irritated that I had these questions."
With parish experiences under her belt,
Bonner-Stewart applied to Yale's Divinity
School because of its ecumenical program,
which would allow her to study religion
from many perspectives and to take courses outside of the divinity school. BonnerStewart encountered Rev. Heischman when
he preached at one of the services at Yale
and she interviewed with him and some
students for the fellow internship position
at Trinity. Since she already had experience at two widely divergent parishes, she
wanted to try something new.
So far, she says, "One of the reasons I

like being here is that college is a time to
ask questions and figure out who you really are." For Bonner-Stewart, the point is
not to preach at students, but to try to help
them grapple with serious questions of
faith, or even to just talk about daily life
with all its frustrations.
Bonner-Stewart will be ordained in June
2006, but she is already dabbling in preaching once a month in the Chapel for Vespers
services at 5:15 p.m. In preparing for a sermon she said, "It's always really hard. I like
to tell people that I am not always sure what
to make of the passage and then take them
with me as I try to figure out how this can be
relevant to us." She preaches for the person
that came on a whim, who may be falling
apart that day or feeling lonely. She is interested in reaching the person that does not
consider themselves Christian, or that does
not like that label, because Bonner-Stewart
was once there herself.
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O u i _ y 23 - A U G U S T 22

Aquarius. old chap, the town is buzzing
about those new controversial taLking
boxes. £>o What dees this mean t o you?
\VeLL my friend, these new* "radios." as
they're called, can teLL the future. I jest
noVl Y?u can actually find out the Weather far tomorrow, or even the day afterthati They'll make my job obsoletel

&ecome friends With Cancer, and maybe
heLL Lend you enough money for a shiny
neW lv|odeL T Y?u 1L be cruising the Luxurious 'broad £)t in styLe. complete With
your new bowLer hat. Just don't exceed
3 0 miLes an hour, you aren't a participant
in that dang Indianapolis 300. And you
Wouldn't Want to run over any squirrels.

P(SC£S

K/iCLG,O

- M A R . C H 20

Pisces, are you feeling a Little down on
your Luck? \VelL, there's only one cure for
that "bug'. The JITTE-R.&UC,. guffaw,
guffaw. If you can master how to twist
your Legs as fast as Cyd Charise. then
you'll be sure to Land any broad you Want.
Remember to stay hydrated during those
dance-offs!

A U G U S T 23 - SEPTEMiiEft. 22

Its true that you have been shirking your
studies. Virgo, but shirk a LittLe more!
When, you telL your professors
that
instead of your chemistry homework you
Were reading The threat (gatsby, the new
release in which f\ -i>cott ptzgerald cuts
right through the social fabric of our times,
they Won't be able to stay angry for long.

AftJGS
- OcTO&Eft. 22

2 1 - A P R . I L 19

Watch your step this Week. Aries. h/\r.
Capone. (AL that is — he's a personal
friend of mine) is making a trip to liartford
and bringing Canadian whiskey aLong to
boot. UnLess you Want the Last thing you
see to be a tommygun. you better stay
dear of the Long \VaLk. because the shipment is coming to Northam ToWers.

mf Handmade S'moffis!

TAUPJJS
A P R J U 20 - M A X 20

UpeomgEmb:
Thursday, October 7*
8pm
AIDS Benefit Concert feat RyasBrcdeBA Family, ondfhe Whalers

Taurus, what ever has come over your
WomanP florence used to be the most
demure floWer to ever stand in a kitchen,
and now she dresses Like a man! TeLL her
to grow out her hair or she'll never see a
ring on her finger. Not that you mind seeing her knees, but that's a sight for your
eyes only.

Coffee Tasting Week Help Us Choose Our Selectta andfietfeeCoffee!

OCTO&Eft. 23 - NoV/EM&eR- 21
You're going to be a big JJoLLyWood movie
star. Scorpio. I can just feel it. \VhiLe you
may not be as big as Charlie ChapLin. and
while the World may not hear your Voice - although I hear that taLking pictures are
on their Way — there Were a number of
extras in frattteship Ptriemkin. I'm sure
you could be one of those.

SA<SfTTAfU£JS
M A V 2 1 - O U W E 21

Wednesday, Octo&er 13*toFriday, October 15*

isee that you have been lacking in inspiration to Write LoVe sonnets to your Lady
friend. Libra. To grease those poetry
gears, pick up some Robert frost. J-le Won
the Pulitzer Prize, so he must be doing
something right! If you re stiLL not feeling
it. just steal one of his poems. Y^ur Lady
Won't know — Women don't read anyway!

NJOVEM&EA- 22 - DecEM&eft.21

Pue to your scholastic achievements.
It's time to psychoanalyze, C,emini. \\/hat s
the reaL reason you Write letters home to hag'itarr\u5. President Og\\hy Will soon be
inviting you t o sup at his Very oWn home,
mother every WeeV? why wasnt that
but be Warned: <?giLby's Very sophisticatpussycat from izarah Lawrence good
ed, metropolitan niece has been visiting. If
enough for you? Just because she cant
she offers to show you where the gentlemake appLe pie Like tV)rs- Cjemini? Like
men s room is. rt Would in your best inter-fsigmund says, maybe you haVent moved
ests t o poLiteLy decline.
out of your anal stage yet

CAWCEft.
Monday to Friday, 10am to 12m
Saturday, 10amto10pm

O U M E 22 - O u c v 22

Cancer, you've been rambling on for way
too long. It's time to speak easy, if you get
my drift. Vo you have a bathtub in Cook?
If you re alright With being dirty for awhile,
why don t you turn that Washroom into
your own profitable business. A rich man
doesn't have to be a clean man. The Ladies
LoV<? him anyway.

£>EC£M&£ft_ 2 2 - OAMUAfty 19
I'm Very sorry t o inform you. Capricorn, but
your aspirations to be the next &abe Ruth
are a l l for naught, f i r s t of a l l there WiLL
never be another CjYeat £>ambino. Seco
of aLL your eating and exercise habits are
simply not up to par. Y^u'd be better off
trying t o get a candy bar named after you.

guffaw, guffaw.
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Online Stalkers Have a Field Day
photo for kids who know they're who catches sight of you can find
out who you are.
ugly.
So don't be surprised if, in the
After your photo is posted
you must list your favorite books library while trying to study for
and movies. I don't know about that econ test, you are "poked" by
you, but in recent days I have a fellow Facebook user. Don't be
heard numerous people asking, surprised to find your e-mails
"What's a cool movie?" After all, bombarded with requests to
Thefacebook.com is all about befriend someone. Because, ultibeing cool. If you are really cool, mately, this is going to be as
you probably won't even list your addicting in 2004 as Instant
favorite books, because what cool Messenger was in '96.
I thought about de-registering
person reads?
Finally, there exists the option from The Facebook, as it is eating
of declaring your relationship sta- into my study time for
tus. This is what makes The Constitutional Law, but I am too
Facebook so addicting. The "Do- obsessed. I have opened a
me" girls often ignore the question, Pandora's Box, so it's a good thing
i v w.thefacebook.com
preferring to be mysterious. The I'm going abroad next year,
Steve Viamari '07 presents an funny kids, you know, the ones because The Facebook is making
Homage to Zoolander.
with the ass in their photos, usual- Trinity, with its 2,188 students, feel
ly write "in an open relationship" that much smaller.
ture you wish to post. Basically, or "married." And finally, the nothere exist three categories into photo kids are typically honest.
which your photo can fall. The
So senior boys, this is your
first is the glamour shot (referred day: need a date to the Psi U forto by a Trinity baseball player as mal? Look no further than the
the "do me" photo). This photo is Facebook. Girls, wondering who
usually of a female, head slightly that handsome prep in your French
cocked to the left, with a half smile class is? Just go to Facebook.
on her face and possibly some Who's the kid that flicked you off
cleavage showing. The second is crossing Vernon St.? You see
the one for the kids who pretend where I'm going with this?
they're too cool for The Facebook
There is a catch though - for(even thought they're not): they get about one night stands. You're
insult it by posting a photo of their anonymity on the Trinity campus
ass or roommate's ass, or some- (as if you had any to begin with)
thing along those lines. Finally, is completely gone. You might as
hefacebook.co m
there exists the political well keep your head up on those
Abbie Runyan '07 is exerted.
message/favorite band in lieu of a walks of shame because anyone

Ways to Kickthe
Facebook Habit

continued from page 1

cigarette. Give us two weeks, and
we will be Facebook junkies.
To be an addict, you must
know Facebook etiquette. First,
you must decide what type of pic-
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\O. Continuously poke yourseLf. it WiLL get annoying
after a whiLe.

9- ^e\ler go near a computer ever again.
Q. Take up
7 Put up an ugly picture of yourself. No one
"friends" ugly people.
6. -i>traitjackets effectively Limit mobiLity5. wire the site up to an electric shocking device.
A. form a support "group" Not on facebook.
3. kLeal actual human to human contact feels
really good. Venture Into the "reaL" WorLd.
2. -5pend a year in a bomb shelter. E>y the time
you emerge, facebook should have moved on. Or
the World WiLL have ended.
I. Just joshing! I've got a fever, and the only prescription is more facebook.

..^Artists;&.Entrepreneurs
:;-::?>;Fashion^Careers- wf :.-'••,'

Come meet a young, motivated group of New Yorb
City based entrepreneurs, freelancers, a n i creative
types, most who strive for or have goals to work for
themselves instead, of a large company or corporation.
JUS7W TEJABA'g&i Associate editor of Sports Illustrated
lor Kids; STEVE MCFAMUNEX Cornell Fellowship to
wort WNYC teens malting videos; VZMA AKHAND'QS'.
Doctoral student in English Education; CHRIS
LUI'QSI Stem Business School at NYU Grad student;
LEIGH-ANNE LOPINTO'OG: Owner, Cranberry Design
(graphic design company); ERICRAUTIO'01 : Painter/
Sculptor, Grad Student UHart, MFA; /AJMES GWFFtTH'QQ: doctoral student at New School University,
Freelance editor/writer; TRIP HOSMER'92: Investor/
co-owner Supreme Trading, North 6, Red & Blacb
(restaurants/mgktckiis), musician;
Grad student in Music Business at NYU, musician,
smger, songwriter.

Page T W p s c m ' 2 3 is CEO, OMD
North America, •with over 28 years
in the agency business and the
marketing moffui teninc! ti»e iPoct
ads. Meet him and other Trinity
alumni/ae at Ms office for hmch in
NYC to gfet a closer look at tlie
world ox aavertisiiigf.

Alumna Camilla BracUUy'99 startej. her
fashion line CK Bradley right here in
her tiorm room at Trinity. Join CK ancl
her trientcLs in NYC and {mi out how to
male your mask on the fashion industry.

PorAH Bvents: Business casual dress. Space is limited; RSVP tkrougk Trinity Recruiting. Students
are responsible lor tLeir own transportatioxi. For more details, contact Melissa.regan@trincoll.edii.
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SHAUN OF me DEAD COMBINES
HUMOR AND HORROR P€RF€CTLY

Green Pay's American Idiot
is a Rockin' Concept Album

CHRIS BASLER

ERIC DAUCHER

ing the standard "We need to spend more
time together" speech from Liz, played by
Most zombie films are not known for Ashfield, his girlfriend of three years. Part
their snappy dialogue and funny situations. of the problem seems to be Shaun's friend
Generally, the directors of such films like and flat-mate Ed (Frost), a large, British
to avoid exploring the bright side of inva- "Jack Black" type. Assisting in her lecture
sions of the undead. Not so with Shun of are her own flat mates, the effervescent
the Dead, a popular British film just Dianne (Davis) and the prudish David, porreleased nationally on this side of the trayed by Dylan Moran.
Atlantic.
It seems Liz is growing tired of going
to the local pub, the Winchester, every
night of the week. Problems continue to
pile up for Shun when he returns home and
receives another lecture about Ed from his
other flat-mate Pete, played by Peter
Serafinowicz. The icing on the cake occurs
the next morning at Shaun's electronics
store job when he first discovers he has to
run things in the absence of his superiors,
and then is reminded of a dinner with his
mother.
During all this, we are treated to ominous music and disjunctive shots of people
to lure us into "horror film" mode quite
www.shaunofthedead.com
early on. Several times it's suggested that
Three British people battle the undead. the inevitable wrath of the title's disgrunThe film, starring Simon Peg who plays tled deceased is about to start, but the conShun, Kate Ashfield, Nick Frost, and The cerns are unfounded until Shun and Ed disOffice's Lucy Davis, was directed by Edgar cover a zombie lurking in their garden.
White. "Hilarious" is one word to describe From there, things snowball, and soon the
Shun, and "creepy" is another. The film living dead are lurching every which way.
blends hfiffof" imd "cBmeclyTiKE'TTeveiT • Trefrrtfieir "barricaded living' To*amr~Smsr
before, leaving viewers wondering exactly and Ed concoct a plan to rescue the now
which genre of film they're watching.
As the movie begins, Shaun is receivsee ZOMBIES on page 18
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR

Dougherty and Willis' Show
Features Shape and Fluidity
NICK CALLAHAN

itself. She stated that "space is defined by
movement" and that is the perfect way to
Throughout the year the Trinity com- describe her art.
munity is fortunate to see not only the artisOne of the small walls in the gallery is
tic work of students but that of teachers as taken up by a series of three large oil paintwell. Until Oct. 20 there will be an exhib- ings by Dougherty. The first was painted in
it of modern art at the Widener Gallery in 1986 and the other two date from the last
the Austin Arts Center consisting of works two years. All paintings of flowers, you can
from two of Trinity's visiting professors, see her evolution from a much duller, pasDevin Dougherty and John Willis.
tel coloring scheme to a much bolder,
While both professors are modern vibrant, and expressive contrast. All three
artists, their respective work has a unique paintings have very wild and free brush
style and impacts the viewer differently. strokes to reinforce the movement of the
Willis' works are either monotypes or situation. Her paintings are strongly texbronze pieces, and have an ordered and tured; she layers the paint on very thick,
structured appearance. Dougherty's are which helps to add to the feeling of movemostly mixed-media and oil painting ment. She also has another set of much
works, and have a more free and loose smaller oil paintings of flowers that capture
the same effect of movement.
look.
Dougherty is an artist who understands
In Dougherty's collection there is also a
that her paintings do not have to be realis- set of mixed-media paintings which are
tic to express what they represent. She is very small and show much more recognizattempting to show a feeling of movement able figures. They are still nowhere near
and to recreate the memory and the emo- realism but they are apparent figures. I do
tions of a situation rather than the situation not fully understand or enjoy these paintings: the actual paint only occupies, at
CORRECTION
most, 50 percent of the paper and the rest is
The Tripod would like to apologize
left blank. The end result is a state of
for last week's article on Pablo
incompleteness. They are also in an awkDelano. Tripod was not given the
ward category of painting somewhere
right to reprint images from the
between realism and abstraction, which
event Furthermore, the article conlooks ridiculous.
tained factual inaccuracies. Please
Most of John Willis's works are
look for an interview with Pablo in
an upcoming issue of the Tripod.
see FOCUS on page 16
ARTS WRITER

ARTS CONTRIBUTOR

It's always a surprising thing to see any
band release an album that transcends
genre-lines. When that band is Green Day,
the original poster-boys for pop-punk, surprise turns to flat-out amazement. After all,
this is the group that kick-started the poppunk genre back in 1994 with the release of
Dookie. Now, in 2004, an older more
mature Green Day has released their first
concept album, American Idiot, which in
many stylistic ways starkly differs from
their previous musical efforts.
American Idiot is a rock-opera, meaning that the album contains a story-arc and
a handful of characters that persist from
track to track. Depending on who you talk
to, the genre originated either in 1968 with
Pretty Things' release of S.F Sorrow, which
is debatably a rock opera, or in 1969 with
The Who's release of the first universally
accepted rock opera: Tommy, which is
probably most famous for the song "Pinball
Wizard."
Since then, there have been periodic
additions to the genre of mixed success, the
most notably of which were Pink Floyd's
The Wall in 1979, and Styx's 1983 release
Kilroy Was Here. Perhaps with Green
Day's latest creation, a new name will be
added to the relatively short list, of• .eonfcmercially successful rock operas.
American Idiofs first track, which

www.amazon.com

This is Green Day's ninth album.
incidentally is also the title track, frames
the rest of the album, by placing it against
the backdrop of a paranoid America, filled
with propaganda, pursuing a "red-neck
agenda" and run by an "American Idiot." I
think we can all see where they are going
with this.
The main character is Jesus of
Suburbia, a typical disaffected American
teen raised on soda and television. The
album is his story, and follows him as he
travels to the city in search of the American
dream. There he meets the opera's supporting characters, St. Jimmy and
Whatsername, each of who provide contrasting perspectives on life in the city
through songs written from his or her point
of: view. Not surprisingly; as the album
see GREEN DAY on page 18

Studio 19: Tom Noonan
Tuesday, Oct. 5 at 8 p.m.
Seabury Hall, Studio 19,3rd floor
Noonan has appeared in over 40 feature films, including Manhunter, Last Action
Hero, Heat and Robocop 2, along with the original NY stage production of Sam
Shepard's Pulitzer Prize winning "Buried Child." Winner of a 1995 Obie Award for
his play Wifey, and the 1994 Sundance Grand Jury Prize for best narrative feature
for his film, What Happened Was ..., this multi-talented artist will lecture on his
work as an actor and independent filmmaker, as well as his career in the theater.

Midday Melodies
Wednesday Oct. 6 at 12:15
Tenor Stanley Wilson—an instructor in the Music Dept.'s Private Lessons
Program—-accompanied by pianist Thomas Enman, presents a 45-minute lunchtime
recital of art songs by Purcell, Schumann, and Faure; oratorio selections by Handel
and Haydn; and opera arias by Mozart and Verdi. And for dessert, several pieces
from music theater.

Jeffry Walker's Shoot the Messenger
Friday, Oct. 8, Saturday Oct. 9 at 6:45
A rural hideout in Connecticut - transportation will be provided by shuttle bus
From commercials at gas pumps to advertisements on fruit, we are being marketed to death—a universal frustration that this satire taps into. An outraged postman, fed up with being Madison Avenue's pack mule, fights back by ceasing delivery of junk mail. The authorities surround his rural hideout. You and a busload
arrive to hear him out. What happens next? Funny stuff.

Senior Thesis: Shannon Fillion
Friday, Oct. 8, Saturday, Oct. 9, at 8 pan.
Austin Arts Center, Garmany Hall
Shakespeare's classic works get a fresh perspective in a play directed by
Shannon Fillion '05. This post-modern romp fuses modern theater aesthetics with
Shakespeare's timeless poetry, with ideas inspired by Antonin Artaud, Jerzy
Grotowski and Peter Brook.
austinarts.org
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Focus of Exhibit is Shape and Fluidity The Tension Between
continued from page 15
monotypes, which are unique
prints that are made by pressing
paper against a metal plate covered in paint. The image is then
reversed and completed. His
works are, in his own words, a
"visual vocabulary of shapes and
near horizontal-vertical structures."
Willis has three series of
monotypes set up at the Widener,
the Inside Out series, the Red
Light Shadow series, and the
Passage series. The Inside Out
series is a group of squares and
rectangles that are all in very subdued colors. These paintings have
a great sense of depth and play off
the interrelation of all the shapes.
They also have a sense of disorder.
The shapes are all related due
to their color and placement but
they are arranged in a very disorderly fashion. These paintings are
reminiscent of the painting
"Relativity" by M.C. Escher;
while they are not physically the
same, the feelings that are evoked
are identical. It is hard to tell
which way is up and difficult to
orient yourself with the paint, but
at the same time it is interesting
and provocative.
The Red Light Shadow series
are stripes of bright red against a
background of black. The colors
red and black have a powerful
contrast and while these painting
are very simple they still remain

provocative due to their juxtaposition of red and black.
The Passage series is much
more vibrant and colorful than the
other two series. The coloring
changes from each painting, ranging from dull to bright coloring.
This series is also remarkably
more ordered than the other two.
Each monotype follows the same
pattern: two pillar-like objects on
opposite sides connected on the

exhibit.
They are three boxes that
resemble antiques that were dug
up from an ancient society from
thousands of years ago. There is
no mention of these pieces purposely looking ancient; it's a
quality of most bronze works.
This is an exhibit that is worth
seeing: the abstract paintings and
monotypes are really quite good
and the bronze work is exception-

Politics and Creativity
I speak liberal messages on
my radio program, I always give
ARTS EDITOR blood, and I march in any protest
I consider myself to be an to which I can get. When I can,
artistic person. I try to do some usually not during the school
playwriting or filmmaking when- year, I give time to more direct
ever I can, and if I don't do either aid, like drives and city cleanups.
for a while, I get greatly annoyed
with myself. Sitting down, late in
the evening, at least twice a week,
I'll get in an hour or two of productive time.
Lately, however, something
has been preventing me from
W j mull
making any progress. I turn on
the news, or read the iVevv York
Times on the Web, and I lose my
will to write. When there is so
^^^^
much horror, political strife, and
,"%^^^'^
war in the world, spending time
wm
writing dialogue about upper
R E s ;I\D;
I———class white college students who
www.felicfa.us
are depressed, romantically Someone promotes Kerry
entangled,
philosophically with an artistic poster.
inclined, or entering into a realm
of science fiction, seems point- I'm not searching for applause, as
less.
many people give much more
However, I can't get the same time to these causes then I do.
satisfaction out of writing politi- I'm just stating that these things
cally motivated scripts or shoot- are something I feel is important
ing socially aware films, unless to me.
they are documentaries, but that's
The problem arises when I
another story. This puts me in a consider what I love, creating diabind. I want to be socially and
politically involved. I want to logue and films on the one hand,
make a difference and put forth and what I feel I have to do, social
my effort towards ending some of and political aid. How can I justhe world's atrocities.
see CAN SOCIAL on page 17
POLIN
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Abi Moidover
The Trinity community assembles at the shov/s opening.

top with an indistinguishable pattern in the middle. Each piece
actually resembles a passage. The
title of each piece relates to the
nature and severity of the journey; "Fierce Passage's" colors are
much more vibrant and wild than
the colors in "Brief Passage."
Willis's half of the exhibit
also contains a set of three bronze
structures: "Reliquary," "Gift
Box," and "Red Storm Box."
They are my favorite part of the

al. While I have never been a
huge fan of modern art, I can still
see the talent and skill that went
into the work of Dougherty and
Willis and I am impressed with
them both. They both achieved
what they set out to do: make
their audience view the world in a
slightly different way, to observe
motion and feeling rather than a
specific object or place. Visit this
exhibit before it leaves Trinity on
Oct 20.

Thinking- atout going to Law School? join
Career Services on the UConn Law campus
lot a personal Jeok at what to expect when
you get there. We will be having iimcli -svitli
current law students, sitting' in on a class,
and meeting witk the aomissiens office. This
is ike perfect opportunity to kave al! yowr law
school questions answered. Spa«2 «s limited to
the first 1S students who RSVP through
Trinity Recruiting.

Join Bot Flynn'84, Exec. Director of the
Insurance & Financial Services Cluster and
other Trinity Alumni/ae working in the
financial industry for Ituach cLmng Trinity
Days. Come learn more about how to treat
into this exciting" field. This lunch is open to
the first 12 students who RSVP through
Trinity Itecruititig.

ThisisB.U.
This coold be you,
IRELAND
ISRAEL
ITALY
INTERNSHIPS
NEW ZEALAND
UNGUA6E
NIGER
LIBERAL ARTS
SPAIN

For Alt Events: Business casual dress. Space is limited;
RSVP tlirougk Trinity Recruiting. Students are
responsible tor trieir own transportation, For moie
details, contact Melissa.regan@trincoU.edt».

SWITZERLAND

BOSTON

UNIVERSITY I

SCIENCE
232 Bay State Road

www.bu.edu/abroad

*"*}7!£S
Fax: 617-353-5402

U.S.A,

FinanGia! aid is available

abroad@bu.edu
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Shoot the Messenger Envelops the Audience
Jeffry Walker's Latest Performance Takes Audience Members into the Woods to Discuss Consumer Culture
continued from page 1
was all in good fun. While I was
amused by the interjections of
humor in the moments before we
first encountered Walker's postman, I think this lighter tone in
some ways undermined the

A "postal" postal worker lives
in a world gone mad.

beginning of the piece. Here we
are in the woods, in the dark,
heading into a private audience
with a crazy postal worker and
we're all having a good chuckle
about it.
Frankly, I wish I had felt more
afraid. There is a certain power in
fear. When afraid, our hearts beat
faster, our eyes widen, and our
ears perk up; we pay attention
like our lives depend on it,
because in these cases, it usually
does depend on it. When afraid,
we take things seriously, and
Shoot the Messenger is a piece
that, despite all of its humorous
moments, deserves to be taken
seriously.
Once the negotiators were
safely inside the barn, Walker's
mailman walked them through
the frustrating process that led to

Can Social Needs and
Private Art Combine?
continued from page 16
tify spending so much time on a
script about love, depression, or
angst? Does art belong in politics
and do politics belong in art?
Finally, is art a worthwhile cause
without any political motivation?
I only wish any of these questions
had clear cut answers.
Politicized art, though occasionally hailed as creative genius,
like Fahrenheit 9/11, is more generally considered propaganda.
Posters and flyers for John Kerry,
no matter how aesthetically beautiful, are viewed purely for the
Democratic message, as opposed
to being viewed as a work of art

www.mhhe.com

Coid War propaganda is now
considered art by many.
Then again, anti-communist
propaganda from the 1950s is
now considered for its aesthetics.
However, this also has something
to do with, as Jean Paul Sartre
would write, the death of the
image. The meaning no longer
serves any purpose. It no longer
offends or affects. Therefore it
can be comfortably considered
for what remains.
Does this then mean that
political design must lose its
necessity in order to function as
art? More pressing, flipping the
question around, does that mean
what people consider art has to be
devoid of any necessity, any public meaning? This ' question
plagues me. If my dream were to
come true, and I was able to support myself as a screenwriter for
the remainder of my life, would I

be doing something worthwhile?
Inevitably, this line of thought
descends to the depths of what the
point of life is, a subject that is
rather daunting to take up in a
short article. I will therefore
revert to my own ruminations and
state that art, devoid of public
necessity, is still important.
Personal thoughts still connect
with audiences culturally and
individually.
It allows for escapism and
self-critique. It binds people
together and lets them view their
own experiences in a new way.
However, every once in a while
it's also okay to compromise in
order to deliver some political or
social message. A happy medium, though hard to achieve, is
still worth pursuing.
I will be attempting this very
compromise, during a night of
political theater, the day before
the presidential election. Loosely
associated with liberal values in
general, the evening will be an
exaggerated version of the
Republican National Convention.
I, under the organization of
Professor Mitchell Polin, and students Peter Chansky '06, and
Michael Caputo '05, along with a
slew of others will attempt to
write poignant political satire that
is physically stirring, overwhelmingly persuasive, ridiculously
hilarious, and aesthetically
provocative.
Will the event itself turn into
propaganda, or will it retain its
designation as an artistic event?
In the end, it almost comes down
to how the event is presented.
The audience can perceive the
political motivation behind the
performance, or they can see the
creativity within the performance.
Audience perception decides
what's propaganda and what's
not. Anything sitting in a gallery
will be viewed as art, but does
that mean it's not. So how are
you going to view the night of
political theatre? Either way, it'll
be worth checking out.

this stand off with the police. He
explained that after returning
from Vietnam, he was overwhelmed with America's consumer culture. He rattled off
product jingles and pitches as he
spoke, underscoring how perva-

At the end of the performance
Walker reads a piece by Thoreau
that glorifies the magic of taking
an "unburdened walk." After
unloading his disappointment
with society on his audience,
Walker's mailman was ready to

[Walker's] audience ... was left behind in
the barn, not quite as prepared to take
that unburdened walk into the dark night.
sive advertisements have become
hi our lives. "When I get mad," he
explained in one of the most
memorable lines of the play, "I
get creative.", This line has special impact because it resonates
for both Walker the mailman and
Walker the artist.
Blind consumerism is something that not only makes Walker
angry, but it is also something that
he wants his audience to feel
angry about too. Walker's attack
on our ad-ridden culture is comprehensive and entertaining. The
problem Shoot the Messenger
faces is the problem that we as a
society face.
Walker is adept at calling our
attention to the flaws in our consumerism, but when it comes to
posing a solution to these problems, the piece becomes more
vague. Understanding the flaws
of our society is not the same as
understanding a solution to these
problems.

take that walk. As he exited the
barn, breath white in the cold
night air, he appeared free from
burden. His audience, on the
other hand, was left behind in the
barn, not quite as prepared to take
that unburdened walk into the
dark night.
While Shoot the Messenger
might not solve the problems of
the ad-infested world, and I'm not
even sure if there is a solution to
this problem, it does raise some
compelling questions about the
way Americans live their lives.
Walker, who directs activities at

www.austinarts.org

The entire performance takes
place in a barn in the woods.
were not lucky enough to make it
ontp the reservation list for this
weekend's showing of Shoot the
Messenger, Walker is offering an
additional "open rehearsal" showing (sans additional actors) at
6:15 on Thursday, Oct 7. This
performance is being coordinated
by Professor Johanna Fernandez,
not the Austin Arts Center.
If you are interested in going

Shoot the Messenger... does raise some
compelling questions about the way
Americans live their lives.
Austin Arts, has provided an
opportunity for students to question the status quo.
Fortunately for all of you who

to the show, please contact Ashley
Paige at trincoll.edu as soon as
possible to reserve a seat as soon
as possible.

The Corporation Oct. 6-12
6-12 at 7:30 p.m., 9-10 also at 2:30 p.m.
(2004) Cinestudio presents the special one week premiere of a blistering new documentary from Canada that asks an unusual question: if a corporation, under U.S. law, is
treated as an individual, what kind of person might they be? The filmmakers put FBI profiler Robert Hare on the case, and his diagnosis is full of words like 'personality disorder'
and 'psychopathic'. Mark Achbar, who made Manufacturing Consent, collaborates with
Jennifer Abbott to investigate how corporations function in - and undermine - a democracy, interviewing corporate CEOs, Nobel Prize winners, Michael Moore, and Noam
Chomsky. "Knowledge is power, and because corporations haven't figured out a way to
patent the First Amendment...the best thing you can do is to see this film and spread the
word." - Ed Gonzalez, Slant Magazine. Audience Award, 2004 Sundance Film Festival.
The Manchurian Candidate Oct. 13-16
Oct. 13-16 at 7:30 p.m., Oct. 16 also at 2:30
(2004) Looking for another reason to vote in November? Check out this scary thriller
on politicians and corporations who step over whatever person - or country - interfering
with their ability to make money. This smart update on the John Frankenheimer classic of
Cold War paranoia is by director Jonathan Demme, who knows how to surprise
(Something Wild), educate {Philadelphia) and just plain terrify (The Silence of the Lambs)
his audience. The superb cast includes Oscar" winners Meryl Streep playing a creepy
Senator and Denzel Washington as a Gulf War veteran who is plagued by his memories.
And let's not forget recent Emmy Award-winner (for Angels in America) Jeffrey Wright,
who gives an utterly unnerving portrayal of a haunted veteran of the (first) Gulf War.
Open Water Oct. 15-16
10:10 p.m.
(2004) Take an American, SUV-driving couple on vacation in the. Islands, send them
out on a scuba-diving expedition, and leave them stranded in the ocean, totally forgotten
by the tour boat operators. This simple premise, based on a true story, makes for the most
terrifying movie since The Blair Witch Project (not counting Jersey Girl). Maybe it's the
way that pleasure easily can transform into elemental fear: of drowning, being abandoned
in an uncaring universe or becoming shark food. Or maybe it's the real fear we see on the
faces of the actors playing the threatened couple, who spent 120 hours filming this in real,
shark-infested waters in the Caribbean.
Maria Full of Grace Oct. 17-20
Oct. 17-20 at 7:30, Oct. 17 also at 2:30 '
(2004) The winner of this year's Audience Award at the Sundance Film Festival is an
authentic edge-of-your-seat film by first time director Joshua Marston. In Maria Full of
Grace, the political isn't merely personal, it's flesh and blood physical, as a young pregnant Colombian woman makes a-risky bid for a new life by swallowing 62 pellets of heroin and then boarding a jet to New York City. Actress Catalina Sandino Moreno rejects the
hackneyed stereotype of a third world victim for the more challenging role of a gutsy
young woman who trades a life of poverty for the promise of the unknown. The
Wednesday night screening of Maria Full of Grace, presented by the Latin American and
Iberian Film Series, will be followed by a speaker and a discussion.
cinestudio.org
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Green Pay Album Breaks Mold
continued from page 15
progresses the three watch any
semblance of the American dream
crumble around them. Sure, you
see it coming, but this is a rock
opera; its not intended to be a
shining example of brilliant story
telling.
While the plot of the album
may be less than impressive, the
music used to tell it does not disappoint. For starters, the lead
track is one of the catchiest songs
Billie Joe Armstrong has written
in a long time. It has all the makings of a solid lead single: tight
chord progression, driving
rhythm, and lyrics that make you
want to sing along.
As an additional bonus, it
actually has a real point about
America's current political situation. Whether you agree or disagree with his point of view, its
nice to see that someone out there
in the pop culture world is thinking at all. All in all it's a good
song. I imagine it will eventually
end up being added to the list of
Green Day classics.
The second track is where the
album begins to noticeably separate itself stylistically from Green
Day's earlier albums. "Jesus of
Suburbia" is a nine-minute song
composed of five distinct sections, each in its own style. This
is where the album's story begins,
and, simply put, nothing like this
has ever been seen on one of
Green Day's records before.
It's interesting, it's different,

and it's sure to frustrate plenty of
their old fans that never wanted
them to move beyond their
basics. This is not to say that vintage Green Day can't be found on
this album. "St. Jimmy," "She's a
Rebel," and "Letterbomb" have
all of the classic elements. Never
fear, the old three chord blast
melodies are alive and well.

www.supermusic.sk

Billy Joe Armstrong is Green
Day's guitarist and frontman.
The 11th track, "Wake Me Up
When September Ends," is perhaps the most musically remarkable song on the album. You
could think of this song as the
older, more mature cousin of
"Good Riddance."
It begins as a mournful
acoustic ballad that showcases the
fact that Billie Joe can actually
sing pretty well. At around the
1:30 mark, it begins transitioning
as drumming enters to bring a
somewhat heavier sound. At 1:45

- OCTOBER 5, 2004

ZOMBICS TRULY ARC BOTH
HORRIFIC AND HILARIOUS

the electric guitars enter and suddenly you realize that Green Day
is playing a legitimate power balcontinued from page 15
lad. How's that for a shocker?
Track 12, "She's a Rebel," is ex-girlfriend Liz and Shaun's
another five-part mega song that mother and take refuge at the
brings the story to its rather pre- Winchester to wait for "the whole
dictable ending. While it isn't the thing to blow over." Things •
best track on the album, it does aren't as simple, however, and the
feature a solid beat that evokes underachievers turned zombie
images of people marching. The slayers find themselves battling
album
then
ends
with the hordes of the undead.
If one views Shaun as a horror
"'Whatsername," which is more or
film,
one will be sorely disapless a classic song of love lost.
pointed.
While it has plenty of
Again, this is a song that does not
gore,
and
even a few genuinely
sound like typical Green Day, but
is solid all the same. If nothing scary scenes, the movie never
else, it is a clear demonstration takes itself too seriously and
that they can write and play songs always counters the scary scenes
that are not entirely dominated by with a bit of off-colored humor.
Take the scene where Shaun's
distortion.
As a whole, American Idiot is band of survivors decides to cross
a surprisingly good album. When a sea of zombies by impersonatI first heard that Green Day was ing them. While the audience
going to attempt a punk-rock holds its collective breath at this
opera I was skeptical, but after daring crossing, it's impossible
listening to it I find it difficult to not to find their exaggerated
lurching and groaning pretty
find many faults with the result.
There are two types of rock damn hilarious.
fans who shouldn't buy this
The movie has numerous
album. If you're a huge fan of nods to other films, including
George W. Bush and can't get Dawn of the Dead, as well as the
past hearing opposing political rest of the George Romero zommessages in your music, stay bie catalogue, Reservoir Dogs, 28
away from the album. If you're Days Later, From Dusk Till
an "old school" Green Day fan Dawn, and even A Clockwork
who thinks they sold out when Orange that make it more engagthey released Good Riddance, ing still.
stay away from the album. If
Another engaging decision of
you're any other type of rock- the filmmakers involves the cause
music fan, go pick this up: you of the zombie legions. The movie
won't be disappointed.
doesn't want to spend too much

time on this aspect, so we are left
pretty much in the dark, though a
few hints about lab work going
awry are dropped, until the end of
the movie. Even then, it's not
entirely clear why the zombies
came about. This decision helps
to remind us that Shun of the
Dead is not a serious firm. We
don't ask how it happens, we just
care that it's happening. Another
factor working in the movie's
favor is a hilariously creepy performance by Bill Nighy as
Shaun's brooding stepfather
Philip.
The film's one flaw comes
from a strange air of seriousness
towards the end that begins with
Shun making a painful decision.
After a long string of humor
throughout the movie, it's strange
that it begins to take such a
depressive tone. While the scenes
are not without merit, they do
seem out of place and out of sync
with the rest of the film's tone and
mood.
All in all, though, Shun helps
to deliver both laughs and scares
consistently. It remains true to
both its comedic and horrific
roots, and manages to make both
aspects thoroughly enjoyable.
And in a disappointing movie
season whose scary firms aren't
scary and whose comedy films
aren't funny, that's a very good
thing.

This Week at Career Services
© INFORMATION SESSION
apian into Sessions
101 g What H@emgi#rs
Isaily L@©kforHiring Intanrtews
WEDNESDAY
October 13,2004
6:30—7:30 PM
At Career Services

i. >

«tCe« SERVICES - O O T Q f i ^

Got an interview coming up?

HOW TO APPLY TO LAW SCHOOL

Come meet Lisa iannone '86, a

OR GRADUATE SCHOOL,

professional head-hunter, who gives
interviews for a living. Learn from the pro
what to do, and what not to do, to land
yourself a job. With practice interviews
next week, you don't want to miss this one.
Bring your resume and sign up for a
practtce interview after Lisa's presentation.

re

W

GiSTTIN© HEADY TD APfi-Y
TO LAW SCHOOL?

la GRADUATE: SCHOOL, ON .
YCJUR HORIZON?

KAPLAN'S MIKS SOZZI WILL
BE I N CAREER,SERVICES TO
WALK YOU THROUGH THE LAW
SCHOOL. APPLICATION PROCESS
AND GIVE YOU TIPS FOR L.SAT
PREP,
6:3O—7i3DPM

BE HERE T O SHOW Y D U HOW
YOU C A N IMPROVE YOUS
CHANGES O F ACCEPTANCE
INTO T H E T O P GRAD SCHOOL
O N YOUR U S T .
•7S

KAPIAN'S MIKE BOZZI WIU.

l\FOK\1ATIONSESSIO\|OI\rORMATIO\SESSIO\
tavestment Banking Analyst
Thursday
October 14
7:00—8:00 PM
to Admissions Grand Room

Rnd out about full time Pridng Analyst

and Product Analyst positions witti
St, Paut Travelers at this info session.
Wednesday, October 13,2004
7:30—9:00 PM
Career Services

Videoconference Room
interviews on Campos October 27
Deadline to apply is October 21

SG Co wen
Find out about muftipie banking analyst: positions
in New York, Boston and San Francisco from
Managing Director, Mark Leavitt'80. Interviews
on campus Thursday, October 28, 2004.
Deadline to apply is Friday, October 22,
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TCIC on the Street
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In addition to systematic
uncertainties, the supply of vessels available to meet the demand
for transportation of commodities
and less than anticipated rates of
dry bulk carrier scrapping will
play a significant role in the
weeks ahead. The changes hi
trading patterns significantly
impacting overall dry bulk carrier
tonnage requirements and a
worldwide economic slowdown
have caused the stock to depreciate.
On Sept 24 the company
closed at $50 per share and this
Friday, the price was already
$40.50. TCIC believes these
uncertainties will likely drag the
stock over the next few weeks.
We believe that the stock will
underperform the broader market
over the next six months.

million in 2003. What is more,
the company announced it has
raised earnings guidance for calendar 2005 estimates.
Despite an optimistic outlook, the stock price fell dramatically following the Sept 20.
Investors believed that the uncertainties weighing in on the current
market would not adversely affect
the company's growth potential.
Despite wishful thinking, there
were many compelling factors
that combined to negatively influence the stock. Changes in production and demand for commodities, the cyclical nature of
the shipping industry in the wake
of an economic backdrop and its
dependence on commodities and
bulk markets via the increase in
expenses has influenced it negatively.

put their heads together in order
to pick attractive stocks. Once
these stocks are collected by the
sectors, each will be presented to
the other members of the group
for input. The directors will vote
on whether or not the stock
should be added to the portfolio.
Ideally we would like to allocate
20 percent of the clubs funds to
each sector. The clubs portfolio
should consist of roughly 20
stocks and 5 mutual funds. Each
sector is responsible for around
$40,000.
If you think this is an interesting concept and are interested in
learning more about the Trinity
College Investment Club, we
meet on Sundays at 8pm in the
Michigan room of the library.

Word of the Week
Short Squeeze

Stock Pick of the Week EXM
Not many people have heard
of Excel Maritime Carriers. It
was a fast-growing shipping company carrying dry bulk cargoes.
In fact, people who bought its
stock in December last year at
$1.50 and sold it this September
at $45 made a 3000 percent profit. The company went public in
1998 and has since struggled to
gain ground with shareholders.
The stock dragged for five
years in the $1-2 range. However,
a very strong earnings report in
July turned the wave and for the
six months of 2004, net income
increased to $17.2 million or
$1.49 per share, as compared to
$3.7 million or $0.32 per share
for the first six months of the previous year, an increase of 338
percent. Revenues doubled to
$25.8 million in 2004 from $12.6

Dear Trinity,
We've had a great week in the
TCIC, and have gotten a lot done.
Over the course of the last couple
months we have noticed that our
portfolio is unorganized, and not
as diversified as we would like it
to be. With this in mind, the
club's officers came up with a
way to resolve the problem. We
have elected five managing directors of five smaller groups with in
the club. Each managing director
will lead their team in the pursuit
to find the most attractive stocks
in their given sectors.
With this strategy we believe
that we should be able to outperform the market by becoming
specialists in these sectors. Each
week the sectors meet and will •

A short squeeze is a situation in
which a lack of supply and an excess
demand for a traded stock forces the
price upward. Short squeezes occur
more often in smaller cap stocks with
small floats. If a stock starts to rise
rapidly, the trend may continue to
escalate because the short sellers will
likely want out. For example, say a
stock rises 15% in one day, those

with short positions may be forced to
liquidate and cover their position by
purchasing the stock. If enough short
sellers buy back the stock, the price
is pushed even higher. This process
coupled with speculation are most
likely why EXM, our "Pick of the
Week," has seen such extreme price
changes. These affects should not
hold long term.

WSJ Bneis
Oracle opened its legal attack on PeopleSoft's
takeover defenses by arguing that PeopleSoft's ousted CEO lied about the impact Oracle's hostile bid
was having on the company
Stock prices continued to rally, as investors' optimism about the economy and corporate-profit
growth paired with lower oil prices helped extend
gains from late last week
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New Scrutiny of Drugs in Viow's Family
Now that Merck has removed Vioxx from the market, drugs in the same class - both available mid
awaiting approval - are undergoing renewed scrutiny.
A Seismic Shift Under rhe House of Fannie Mae
Unlike recent financial scandals, issues raised by
Fannie Mae's regulators pertain to unwieldy
accounting rules that are open to widely divergent
interpretations.

«
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Kxispy Krenie Hires Independent Directors

fiK!C»&-4 Purtiijaoi Ins,

The graph of EXMs performance is striking; it has definitely seen great price appreciation in the
past months. This makes it difficult to analyze the stock based on the graph, but bullish movements can clearly be seen. There have been pull backs on the way up; these are the dips in the
upward slope. There has been a pull back lately, but based on the trend, there is resistance
around $36 a share. A word of caution, if you do not like seeing your money go up and down on
a roller coaster ride, do not start trading EXM.

AIG Faces More SEC Pressure
Office Depot's ChO Departs
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Golf Places
A Fellow By The Name of Roger Thirteenth
in Tourney
100 Years of the Tripod

/// Celebration o/ihe Tripod \\ Centennial. Sport.s h Ruprit/ting c C Yt/ssie -Articlefrom

GEORGE WILL '62

NEWS STAFF

Nobody has ever defused Trinity
College o( being an athletic power on
ihc luliinid] level NV NCAA nviuiiing
penalties, couch hiring and fiiuurs,, or
other dubious Irons oj biiiihno athletic
orvuiiiom have reached the Hill recentlyNever is a. reference Co ;i Bantams
iiKiiiliug of A Lilllc Three opponent
fount! "imtlwiciitii between tht: ui!m;ii\
and fashion
features of Sports
Illustrated. Yet ;il the uue. PI this yew's
piitent 'IiiniK molball squad !«• a pla>ev
with genuine All America crciicutuK.
If you were slow in icAiiij: the footIw.l field following Timity\ 28 22 Lonquest ot Colby you m;i> luive seen ;i
diit covered Bantam surrounded by a
Lkick of \ cuing antoiirjph bounds. 1'lic
ecntei oi this iiiUiruTidii ami c(>nsiderabl>
more e>ci lenient anionj; the New
Lnalund fooiMI hutl<: is Rusrw Ledi-rc,
superb. Cdptain and ccinvi for ihe
The rniiie statistics say Roger is
twenty one >cais old. stands <ix feet two
inches-, weighs 235 pounds. J U J hai!»
from
Asawuni,
Mass.khuseits
llmsewi. OinniNiiili-i Otto (iidltam.
long sUiJidirii. All-Pro quarterback. 100kiu cmich of tin ("nasi O U J I J Aciidemv,
and Coach of :lic CoHese All-Star t^itn
fm llie. past two jeais has a good doal
11101C to s\l>

Guhi'iu. &pe.iikm^ ai the October l.i
meeting
ot
the
Cunneclicui
Spoi tswiitCT":' Aliiance, announced thai
jid would use Jll his influence a>. coach

to see thai Roi;ei is on the squad in Chicago
nuxt August when the Stars take on the
M l . < hamp^.
This viitualh a-,siin;i Roger a .spot on
the team, about AS ^rear an honor as is possible- foi a .-.msll-collL^'j p]j\ei. 1 e<!ljre is
the Inurih Timity plavei thus honored.
Mickey Kobrosk.), Trnuiy's gicaiosl half-

Trinity's 235 !b. center Roger LeClerc
who has been touted for position on
1959 College All-Star Team
back, was selected in t9Ki. A lew yeais
"later Joe Ponialle and M:t«.h Holnitucn, n
pair ui hnumeii. weie on the icam.
I he 1'iinity captain is especially honoicd fo' two reasons. Coac'i (Jiahani has
nevei seen Roger in action and this, is the
earliest any puyw from aii> school has
beer, selected t(3 the All-Sur roster
TnniU tan< will he glad lo know that
1he injury thai limited Roger's play against
Coibv to SS minutes, while not au\ halluci-

Oct. 2J. 1959

nation, was minor. With Colby pnntiri"
ne.il then i>wn goa 1 . Ro.iier cra.shtrd
thioiigh to block the kick wiih his h.ind
Hovievoi, he larded fiiim his IOJJJ on his
head and was momentarily stunned.
Asuk Irtwn his noim.il chore if."
wrecking jpponcnts" wec-ke-iid^ iiom his
line position, fans arc bc^inrun!1 to notice
his booimii" pm:u R o l l ' s kicks aic
diiimitjU i.n offen^he wedpon 1O he
reckoned vvlih.
As i»r il\c iutme, Rojzer Jt^'iniiely
«'.nis tn p!i_v pro ba'i. Bin which sport?
Roger has ;:r,:p;e tak-nt ii: both Toothiiil
and baseball.
His Just coiicein is urivi.rs.if tlic
ainij. or avoiddik.c Miceof. lie docs pic
U'i a ruinrc ii! tontbM which he i?ii|r«)*
phymn more.
LeClcic was di.u'ted by liier Chicago
lieais iast spiins. I'apa Hear
Hah.s has a knack lor pljckmy j
in)f> f'om small ponds as witnevncd by
his selection oi ,\l!-lJro end Jlarhn Hill
f-r,m Ploiencti Stale 'IVwhers College
Citiich \>dn .lessee, who has jruided
27 Baiuam fcothaU teams, leave-" iio
doubt as to his conlidcnce in Roger's
ability to land ;• job with the Pro.s
says Coach Jr-see: "'Rogei ceilainK
has a meat (.hancc lie lias the size jrul
.'lbitilv 10 iv: an ouistJiulin'' ofiensive
ceuler. With his bands, sptvd, reflexes,
and thai miangibic. invaluable l'notbul'
nisl'r.c;. he- vvoul:! make a fine Imel«icker."

Hi'ji luuuri^d H ail up when, ri.ivii'p
been harassed ^11 season by J>Clercirueiesfod newsmen, he scitlt\l the. caso
h\ dejlartnsr, "Say whatever \ou want
aboui Roger- it'l! a.!! bo true."

JEFFREY RHOADES
SPORTS WRITER
The Trinity golf team tied with Western
New England for 13th place in the Eastern
College Athletic
Conference
Golf
Tournament, with a score of 660 on Oct. 3
at the Ravenwood Golf Course. Rochester
won the tournament with a score of 618.
John Cosgriff '07 led the Bantams with
a two-day score of 159 to finish tied for
16th place.
Cosgriff shot an 84 on
Saturday, and followed that with a strong
75 on Sunday. Fellow sophomore George
Boudria shot a 162 for the two day tournament, shooting an 82 on Saturday and 78
on Sunday.
The weekend prior the team played in
the NESCAC Championship. The team's
scores totaled to 657, placing the Bantams
in the 6th place spot. Although the team's
performance left much to be desired,
Cohen feels that the teams held advantages
such as Williams and Middlebury, the two
schools which typically host the NESCAC
championships.
"The NESCAC's alternate between
Williams and Middlebury's home courses,
which leaves the rest of the league's teams
scrambling for impossible tee times for a
practice round." Cohen feels that if the
tournament was played on a neutral course,
the results might be closer. "It's not a surprise the Williams and Middlebury do
uncharacteristically well in the standings at
their home courses."

9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 999
What's Up mt the W@iii©nfs
Confidential Counseling
Resources & Referrals

CONDOMS
Volunteer Opportunities
TWO ( T r i i i i ^ Women's
Activism!

SATF (Sexual Assault Task Force)

Lmieli Series
Women's Reading Group
Quiet Space for Studying

CozyJLoonge©
Space for Classes / Seminars

&ART (SexnM Assault Response Team)

Movie BKgMs!
Progressive Polities!

Big Sister / Little Sister Program!

PEL4B (Promoting Healthy Awareness of tiie Body)
Women's Center Newsletter!

Leadership Develonmeikt!

Feminist Scholarship Review
Safe Zone Program
Staff/Volunteers
Director: laiira JLoekwood
Anti-Violence Coordinator: Abi MoWover
PIIAB Coordinator: Erin Kinney
f% TWO Coordinator: Rachel Gravel
xJ Newsletter & F8R.Editors: M&ry Jane Frisbee & Katbryn Hurley
T Directors Assistants: Uz Perrella, Anita dooorag, Rhonda I>«ggaa

9 9 99

Vagina Monologues

WE WELCOME EVERYONE!
Drop by, or check oat O«F website:
iedtt (A-Z T ) . »
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Volleyball Moves to 4-2 Women's Soccer Falls
Bantams Sweep Smith, Fall to Amherst and Wesleyan
continued from page 24

eled to Middletown to participate in the
Wesleyan
University
Volleyball
Invitational. Trinity played Smith College
in its first match of the tournament and
picked up their first league win with a 3-0
victory over the Pioneers. Smith lost for the
first time in four matches.
"It was awesome because as a senior I
have never beaten Smith before," said
Hunter. "It was the first time Trinity has
beat Smith in five or six years, and we
swept them."
Trinity won the first two games handily,
30-18 and 30-20, and narrowly beat out
Smith in the third game with a close 31-29
victory. Hunter had a team-high 20 kills to
lead the Bantams and outside hitter Lindsey
Eichler '08 added 15 digs and five kills.
Ogilivie led the Bantams in digs with 21,
while freshman Kathleen Lenz added 19
digs.
Trinity improved their record to 4-2
with this monumental win, which was significant because it gave them their first win
against a NESCAC team. The Pioneers
dropped to 7-3 with the loss. "It was an
awesome match - we were on 100 percent,"
said Ogilvie.
On Saturday the Bantams played two
games; one against Wesleyan and one
against Amherst. Although Trinity didn't
pick up any wins, they felt good about the
way they played against these tough
NESCAC teams.
The Bantams lost 3-2 to Wesleyan but
felt that forcing five games was itself an
accomplishment. Trinity won the first two
games 30-26 and 30-24. The Bantams fell

V

a

in the third game 24-30 and again in the
fourth game 16-30. Wesleyan sealed the
match with a 15-9 win in the fifth game.
"I feel like Wesleyan had a home court
advantage," said Ogilvie, "and that may
have caused us to be a little tentative and
caused us to hesitate more than we should
have. What's important though, is that we
were able to play Amherst in that final
game."
However, Trinity fell to Amherst in four
games, winning only the second of the four.
"We're improving everyday," Ogilvie
said, "which is really fun and exciting.
There's a lot of build on, especially with the
majority of the team being freshmen there's a lot of eagerness and desire to make
a difference on the court and every player
on the team has that"
The Bantams were a little short-handed
with some players missing and others playing through injuries.
"We were short some players today,"
Ogilvie added, "but everyone who was
there gave it their all and pushed through all
of the games and matches. Even though we
lost, it's exciting to look forward into the
season and think about what we can accomplish."
Hunter took home all-tournament honors. "We're turning heads in the NESCAC
and we're all feeling good about what
we've done so far," she stated.
Trinity now have a 4-4 record. They
have a home game coming up on Tuesday
against Emmanuel and are then traveling to
Coast Guard on Thursday. Their next
NESCAC game will be home against
Williams.

k

OcL6

Women's Soccer <® UMass.-Darlinoufh 4 p.m.
Men's Soccer ^ Coast Guard 7 p.m.

Oct 7

\ l " t i * Ibnnis ft» Conn. College 3 p.m.
1 M-lii 1 lockey C"> 1 astern Conn. Univ. 3 p.m.

Oct. 8

Cross Country C«> Boston I'niv. 12:30 p.m.

Oct 8

Women's Socce.r <a) Conn. College 13 a.m.
Women's ftwuiis vs. iufJs h' a.m.
Footbai! ('" liiimillon 1 p.m.
Men's Soccer <a> (lomi. (Jollef>e i:'J0 p.m.
Fieid Hockey fa' Conn. (Jollejio 4 p.m.

To Smith and Williams
WILL YANG
SPORTS EDITOR

Trinity women's soccer faced a challenging week of competition this past
week, losing both of their matches.
Wednesday's away game versus the Smith
College Pioneers proved to be more physical than the Bantam's may have anticipated.
The Pioneers scored the game's first
goal 15 minutes into the first stanza.

Chuck Pratt

Katherine O'Brien '08 battles for the ball from her midfield position.
Senior co-captain Kathryn Hurley com- 3-1 in conference play, the Bantams fell to
mented, "They were willing to push us 2-2.
around, but we were not going to back
Some of the Bantams' early success has
down to them."
come as a result of their formation, and
Despite creating more scoring opportu- while most teams have been unable to find
nities than the Pioneers, taking 14 shots on weaknesses in Trinity's scheme, Williams
goal compared to nine from Smith, the seemed to have done their homework in
Bantams were unable to tie the score until finding the seams.
Hurley commented on the Ephs'
the final seven minutes of regulation time.
Standout freshman Rachel Talentino scored strengths, saying, "Williams was a really
the game-tying goal by capitalizing on a strong team. All over the field, they were
sharp. They shut our offense down, and
rebound off of Smith's goalkeeper.
With the game knotted at one apiece, they were able to penetrate the defense and
the teams went into double overtime, nei- midfield. They knew our formation, and
they knew how to break us down."
ther able to score.
The advantage certainly belonged to
While it was a less-than-ideal week of

They were willing to push us around, but we were
not going to back down to them."
- Kathryn Hurley 05
the Bantams in the waning minutes of the
match, when the Bantams had three shots
miss wide in the second overtime period.
"When we went into overtime, our fitness enabled us to wear them down, and
had there been five more minutes in overtime, we would have scored to win the

Men's :nid Woman's Rowing ("> Harvard
Head ofCharlos
Men's Soreur vs. Fuslern Cinin. 4 p.m.

Oct 13

Field Hockey (<& Kuene Si ale 11 a.m.

Oct 16

Men's and Women's Cross Country C"1 S. Maine
Football vs. lufis 1:30 p.m.
Men's Soccer vs. Fufts 11 a.m.
Volleyball @ Wesleyan 11 a.m.
Field Hockey vs.! ufts 11a.m.
Women's Soccer vs. Tufts 11 a.m.
i;.

^ _/

soccer for the women's team, its members
remain confident in reaching their goals.
Concerning the loss to Williams,
Hurley concluded, saying, "We now know
what to expect from them, and we look forward to seeing them in post season
NESCAC."

Field Hockey Struggles
Looking to rebound from the heartbreaker, the Bantams traveled to Williams
to face another very strong team. This time,
however, it was clear from the opening
moments that this would be a one-sided
game.
Trinity's defense came out strong, holding the Ephs to only a few shots early on,
but then: offense had just as much trouble
getting rolling. Two.Williams goals, one
late in the first, the other early in the second
half, made for a very deep hole. The
Bantams were unable to climb back out,
surrendering one final goal on the way to a
3-0 loss.
The two games were an example in contrast, at least in terms of shooting.

scored. Saturday saw a magnificent effort
by both defenses, Trinity's led by captains
Margot Kearney '06 and Ayres Heller '05,
with only 13 total shots attempted. Trinity's
junior goalie Courtney Bergh had 14 saves
in the overtime loss, and was able to impede
four of William's five shots on Saturday.
"Our transition defense wasn't as strong
as it usually was," Kearney said. "But we
have to put it behind us and get ready to
play Connecticut College."
With the road trip now underway,
Trinity certainly has its hands full for the
next few games. Next Thursday, the team
travels to Eastern Connecticut, followed by
a Saturday NESCAC match against
Connecticut College. With another road
game the following Thursday, the team will

Wednesday's contest saw a combined 44
shots, and yet there were only three goals

not play at home again until Parents'
Weekend against Tufts, Oct. 16.

continued from page 24

Oct 10

game," said Hurley.
The tie snapped the Bantam win streak
at four, but kept them undefeated in five of
the season's six match-ups up to that point.
Their record now stood at 4-1-1 as they
traveled to Williamstown, Mass, to face the
Williams College Ephs in a fight against
the NESCAC power.
The Ephs brought their impressive
record to 5-1-1 with their 4-0 victory over
the Bantams. While the Ephs improved to
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Trinity Defeats Ephs For Second Straight Year
continued from page 24

Williams' 15-yard line. Two plays later,
Finkeldey took it into the end zone for an
8-yard touchdown. SwiniarsM's extra point
was good, making the score 7-6, with
Fuhner's missed extra point and wretched
punt proving to be major miscues.
A 27-yard field goal from Swiniarski
made the score 10-6 at the half, as the rain
began to steadily pour down on Weston
Field, which would later be the cause of a
delay toward the end of the game.
The Bantams came out after the half
ready to play, as Williams got the ball first,
starting at their own 35-yard line. After a
false-start penalty forced them into a thirdand- 14 situation, freshman Jeff Carpenter
catapulted through the line, sacking
Gleeson for a 12-yard loss. Faced with a
fourth-and-25, Fulmer was again forced to
punt from deep in his own territory at the
20.
.
Hoping to catch Trinity off-guard,
Williams tried to quickly punt the ball
away, but the Bantams would not be
fooled. Defensive end Mike Blair '06,
bulldozed his way through the Pine and
blocked Fuhner's punt straight up into the
air. The ball floated in the air like a pop fly
before junior Kevin Quinn snatched the
ball out of the sky and dragged several
stunned Williams defenders into the goal
line for a 7-yard touchdown.
"I wasn't even supposed to be on the
field," Blair said. "I just pushed past my
guy, reached out, and blocked i t "
Another special teams play knocked
the wind out of the Williams side, as
Quinn's touchdown would prove to be one
of the turning points of the game. The
Williams fans were left stunned and silent,

dripping wet with their umbrellas and ponchos as the Trinity sideline erupted, now
leading 17-6.
But the Ephs weren't going to go out
that easy, bringing the game closer by putting together a 14-play, 56-yard drive,
capped off by a Crawley 1-yard touchdown.
Williams converted two fourth down
conversions on that drive, while Crawley
tore up the Trinity defense on the ground,
chewing up yard after yard on the draw
play.
Crawley's touchdown brought the Ephs
within five, 17-12. The two-point conversion failed as Gleeson's pass was intercepted in the end zone by senior free safety
Aaron Goldstein '05.
With their lead cut to five, and their
defense not sure if they had an answer to
Williams' draw play, Trinity put together a
running clinic of their own. Finkeldey and
Gennaro Leo '07 pounded the ball as
Trinity's massive offensive line pancaked
Williams's defenders.
The drive was capped off by a 15-yard
touchdown strike from Pitcher to, whom
else, but Finkeldey, who made a nice catch
between two defenders.
Swiniarski's kick was good, making the
score 24-12, and Williams would be down
for the count. The only drama occurred
with 10:46 left in the game, when a lightning delay was called, forcing both teams
to head to then: locker rooms for a 22minute stoppage.
Two plays after the delay, Pitcher connected with Pat Straub '05 for a 7-yard
insurance touchdown, making it 30-12.
By this time the Williams faithful had
all but left, driven away by the steady rain,

the lightning delay, and Williams' inability
on the field.
Trinity showed their confidence in
themselves and their ability to dominate
one of the stronger teams in the league this
Saturday.
While their young defense showed a
weakness against the draw play, they buckled down late in the fourth quarter when it
counted, and shut down William's ground
attack.
Gleeson was under constant pressure
from Trinity's front three, and their secondary more than held its own against a much
taller Williams receiving crew.
Pitcher and Schweitzer both showed
good presence in the pocket and made
some great throws, while Finkeldey is
making his case for Offensive Player of the
I
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Trinity (2-0) won its 16th game in a row, tops in all of Division III football.

We Accept
Hawk Cash

CHEESE PIZZA
14° Medium $8.99 16" Large $10.99
Additional Toppings: $1.00 on med. $1.30 on large
Bacon
Garlic
Mushrooms
Ricotta
:

Anchovies Broccoli
Hamburger Cherry peppers
Onions
Pepperoni
Sausage
Spinach

Year.
"Coach Priore told us that last year
beating Williams was like winning the
Super Bowl. This year was more of a business trip," offensive lineman Devin Malay
'05 said. "This was a huge step forward for
our team, but we have six more game left in
the season, and anything can happen. We
have to stay focused."
The Bantams head to Clinton, N.Y. to
play the Hamilton College Continentals
this Saturday.
Hamilton was leading Wesleyan 35-19
going into the fourth quarter this past week,
but could not hold the lead, giving up three
Cardinal touchdowns enroute to a 41-35
loss.
Trinity man-handled Hamilton last
year, winning 45-7 at Jessee/Miller Field.

Eggplant
Olivees
Peppers
Tomatoes

SHEET PAN PIZZA $16.99

SIDE ORDERS
WINGS (Mild, Hot,BBQ)
. . .(10)
5.99
MOZZARELLA STICKS. . . . . .
. (8) . . " . - . .5.50
CHICKEN FINGERS
5.50
GARLIC BREAD WITH CHEESE. . . (16"). . .3.25
FRIES
' '
2.25
FRIES/CHEESE
......'.
2.99
ONION RINGS
2.25
CINNAMON STiCS
'.'.
. " 3,99
BREAD STICKS
2.99
CHIPS
:
50

Additional toppings $2.00 each <4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASBI)

GRINDERS r «

COOKED SALAMI
S4.75 . . . $9.50
PASTRAMI
4 . 7 5 . . . . . 9.50.
GENOA
4 . 7 5 . . .. 9.50
HAM
4.75.. . . . 9.50
TURKEY
4.75 . . . . . 9.50
PEPPERONi
4.75. .. . . 9.50
ROAST BEEF
4.75. . ,. . 9.50
TUNA
4 . 7 5 . . . . .9.50
COMBO (2 kinds of above).
4.75.
. . . 9.50
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA
4.75
9.50
CHICKEN CUTLET
4.75
9.50
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA
4.75
9.50
VEAL PARMIGfANA
4.75
9.50
VEAL CUTLET
4.75
: . 9.50
STEAK/CHESSE
4.75
9.50
MEATBALLS
"'
4.75
9.50
SAUSAGE . ' . : . ' . ' . ' . . . ' ' ' . ' . .'. .'. 4.75
9.50
Fish
4.75
9.50
B.L.T. . . . . . . .
4.75
9.50
VEGGIE/CHEESE
4.75
9.50
ITALIAN
4.99
9.98

CHICKEN SALAD.
S6.25
Chicken breast, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes
olives and cucumbers.
CHEF SALAD
$5.99
Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers,
green peppers and olives.
ANT1PASTO
$5,99
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant,
cucumbers, olives, green peppers and lettuce, Tomatoes
TUNA SALAD
$5.99
Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers.
GREEK SALAD
'•
$5.99
Feta cheese, lettuce, iomatoes, green peppers.
CAESAR SALAD
•
• - -S5.75
With Chicken Breast....
. . . . . . . . . . . . . ^..$7.75
TOSSED SALAD. . . . . . . Large $4.99. ..Small S2.25
French, Blue Cheese, Ranch, Thousand Island, Italian,
: Creamy Italian, Greek, Caesar; Lite Italian- Extra Dressing . . . . . . . . . . • -. •
.:........40
-•.:....

Cheesecake '$2.25. .
Chocolate Cake

HOUSE S P E C I A L . . . . .MED $11.99 LARGE S15.99

Carrot Cake . $2.99.,

'. . V . . . . . . i - ^ :'•:•••'•

•-••'•

,$3.25

Sausage, meatball, pepperoni, mushroom, onions.peppers.

HARTFORD

CH1CKEN P E S T O .

498B FARMiNGTON AVENUE

FREE DELIVERY Ik Sett

?<& &*. Piece

With $7.00 Minimum Purchase

basted in Pesto sauce
MED $12.99

LARGE $15.99

Fresh dfozzarelia, shrimp and sliced tomatoes
basied in Pesto sauce.
WHITE PIE

Fried Chicken Ik. Seafood
Fried Shrimp
7.95

Fish & Chips
4 Pieces Fried Chicken

MED $12.99 LARGE $15.99

Fresh mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes
SHRIMP PESTO

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Mo -Thr. - 11am.- 2am
Fri. - Sat. - 11am - 3am
Sunday - 12noon - 2am.

236-2616

.

MED $10.99 .

LARGE S12.99

Fresh Mozzarella, romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil.
WHITE C L A M . . . . MED. $10.99 . . LARGE S12.99

7.95
7.95

Baby clams, romano cheese, garlic, parsley, oregano
and olive oii.
RANCH CHiCKEN . . . MED S12.99

Served with coleslaw & French Fries

LARGE $15.99

Fresh Mozzarelia, fresh chicken, garlic, onions
tomatoes, basted in ranch dressing.

• COMBO SPECIAL
I
•

SALADS

DESSERT

• CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES

16"Whole

Large Cheese 10 Wings
(Fingers)

2 Liter Soda

$"15,99

2 LITER SODA
with any Large Cheese Pizza

I Buy a Large Cheese
|
-

with one Topping and get a
Second Large Cheese for

•

56.99

i

i
1

I
$1.00 OFF
Medium Cheese Pizza
or 2 Cans of Soda ••

FREE

Large Chesse
Pizza

HAWAIIAN

PASTA AND DINNERS
i

$2.00 OFF !
Buy 16" Giant

J

Grinder and Get 1 BAG
o f C H I P S & i Can Soda

•
1

FREE

I

Coupon can't be combined with any other offer. Must mention coupons when ordering
BEVERAGES Coke, Orange, Sprite, Lemonade, Pepsi
Snapple, Water, Orangina; Apple Juiee & Orange Juice

MED$11.99 . . .LARGE $14.99

Pineapple and ham.

SPAGHETTI OR ZiTI WITH SAUCE
$6.50
SPAGHETTI O R Z i T I WITH MEATBALLS . . . 7.99
SPAGHETTI O R ZiTl WITH SAUSAGE . . . . 7 . 9 9
EGGPLANT PARSWIGiANA WSTH PASTA . . .7.99
CHICKEN PARMlGiANAWITH PASTA
9.95
VEAL PARMIGiANA WITH PASTA •.-;
7.99
BAKED ZITI
. . . 7.99

STUFFED SHELLS ,
MEATRAVIOLLI
CHEESE RAVIOLI

. . . . . . . . . / . . . .7.99
- 7.99
y.
. ; .-;'.V.. .7.99

Includes salad and roll

Calzones

$5.99

Made fcom fresh dough and Sited with rtrazzarefa chesse and a touch of ricoita.

-Each additienai item r

porte
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WILLIAMS NO MATCH FOR BANTAMS
Ranked No. 2 in New England, Trinity Beats Will;ams 30-12, Win 16th game in a Row, Longest in Division III

Chuck Pratt

Drew Finkeidey '05 rushed for a career-high 203 yards.
BENLEONG
SPORTS EDITOR

In a marquee match-up
between the top two NESCAC
football programs, the Trinity
College Bantams showed they are
poised for another championship
run by sexvingjip a 30-12 victory
over rival Williams College, and
move to 2-0.
Williams threw all they could
at the two-time defending
NESCAC champions, but the
Trinity juggernaut was too much
for them, the Bantams answering
each Ephs touchdown with one of

their own, and taking advantage
of their every miscue.
Trinity, ranked No. 2 in New
England, owns the longest winning streak in all of Division III
with 16 straight wins and is tied
with Division I Boise State for the
longest streak in all of NCAA
football.
Saturday's victory
marked their first win at Weston
Field in Williamstown, Mass,
since 1996.
"Winning on their field was a
great feeling, since we hadn't
won there in so long," tri-captain
Christian MacNamara '05 said.

"Last year the game was different. Williams was the last team to
beat us and we were all hyped up
to beat them. But this year we
didn't have that feeling, we were
expected to win if we played up
to our abilities, and we did."
They move to 2-0 on the season, while Williams, ranked No. 4
in New England, falls to 1-1.
Senior running back Drew
Finkeidey led the way for the
Bantams, rushing for a careerhigh 203 yards and one touchdown on 33 carries. He also
caught a 15-yard touchdown pass
from quarterback Josh Pitcher
'06. Pitcher was 4-5 for 38 yards
and threw for two touchdowns.
Transfer
quarterback ' Bill
Schweitzer '06, playing in his
first game of the season since
straining his ACL in training
camp, despite some rust, showed
a nice touch and had some key
passes, completing 5-of-9 for 66
yards.
Outside linebacker Alex
Esdaile '05 played like the veterr
an he is, recording five tackles
and one sack, while inside linebacker Avon Morgan '06 had
another strong game with a team
high five and a half tackles.
Williams
tailback Tim
Crawley led the Ephs with 119
yards rushing and two touchdowns.
Quarterback
Sean

Gleeson completed only 7-of-21
passes for 74 yards. Six-foot-six
wide out Brandon Fulmer led all
receivers with three catches for
48 yards, but was a non-factor for
most of the game.
After feeling each other out
for the first 12 minutes of the
game, Williams got on the board
first, putting together an 11 play
drive for 62 yards, capped off by
a 3-yard touchdown run by
Crawley. Fulmer's extra point
failed, however, making it only 60, the start of a long day of
Williams kicking woes.
The Bantams were able to
come right back, driving the ball
down to Williams' 14-yard line,
but
sophomore
Kevin

Swiniarksi's field goal attempt
missed, sailing wide left.
Williams took over from the
20-yard line, but was not able to
gam any positive yards on the
drive. Nose tackle MacNamara
and linebacker Justin Gonzalez
'06 sacked Gleeson for a 10-yard
loss on third-down, forcing the
Ephs to punt from deep in their
own territory at their nine-yard
line. Facing a strong head-on
wind, Fulmer punted the ball
straight up into the air for a miserable 5-yard punt.
This gave Trinity the opportunity they needed, starting this
drive already in the red-zone, at
see TRINITY on page 23
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Gennaro Leo '07 was a sofid contributor, rushing for 51 yards.

ield Hockey Team Volleyball Controls Smith
Drops Two Games
CAT MAHER

SPORTS WRITER

teams meet expectations, with
neither one able to gain an advanSPORTS WRITER
This past week, the field hock- tage over the other. Despite a
ey team's season suffered a couple number of shots, good defense
of setbacks, including a heart- and great goaltending ruled the
breaking overtime loss. With half. In the second period, Trinity
these losses, following an incredi- broke the scoreless tie with a goal
bly successful start to the year, the by senior forward Patricia
team is at a crossroads, and the Glennon.
next few weeks will define the
The defense was able to hold
rest of the season.
the lead for 15 minutes, before
Last Wednesday, the Bantams they finally submitted to the
faced off against the ninth ranked Springfield attack. In the closing
team in the nation, the Springfield seconds. Trinity nearly took the
College Pride, their last home game away with a breakaway, but
game for a four-game stretch. they were unable to make good on
With both teams coming off a the .attempt. While both teams
three-game winning streak, this were nearly evenly matched, it
was the perfect game to gauge the was the Pride that came out on
strength of each team, and in top, netting a goal at just over five
many ways, both teams earned a minutes into the overtime period.
passing grade for their play.
see FIELD HOCKEY on page 22
The opening frame saw both

A. P E T E R DACEY

Read iin archived
article from alumnus

The volleyball team hosted
Western New England College in
then" fifth match of the season last
Tuesday, defeating them easily
with a score of 3-0. Trinity won
the first game, 30-14 and contin-

ued to play hard throughout the
remainder of the match. The
Bantams held off a late charge by
the Western New England Golden
Bears to take the second game 3021, and finished off the match by
winning the third, 30-23.
Co-captain outside hitter Kate

Hunter '05 totaled 11 kills and
three aces to lead the Bantams.
Fellow captain Lucy Hollis '06
recorded 10 kills and 13 digs,
while middle blocker Vanessa
Foreiro '08 led the Bantams hi
blocks with four. Freshman setter
Emily Moore also chipped in with
four aces.
The Bantams picked up their
second straight win with this
match and improved their overall
record to 3-2. The Golden Bears
fell to 11-6.
"I think in general we did really well working together especially on our home court," said Erin
Ogilvie '07. "There was a lot of
excitement and enthusiasm,
strong attitudes, and every player
contributed equally. We had a
really great time playing — it was a
fun match."
On Friday the Bantams trav-
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Katie Lenz '08 and Kate Hunter '05 against W. New England.

INSIDE SPORTS

George V. Will on

See how the Trinity golf

page 2i

team placed on pa^e 21

Read how women's soccer
hired on page 22

see VOLLEYBALL on page 22

Check out next

week's, game schedule
on page 22

